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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday
, July 24, 1958

WFUL's Birthday Sale Brings Many
Shoppers; List Of Winners Announced
Fulton merchants enjoyed a
brisk business during July's normal slump last week as a result
of WFUL's Seventh Anniversary
Sales promotion. Taking advantage of the many bargains offered
by the participating stores shoppers also were even more enthusastic about registering at the
stores in order to win some of
the more than $500 in prizes offered by the merchants. Merchants saw many new faces, made
many new friends.
on Saturday afternoon a siteable crowd was on Lake Street
near the band stand to hear

Yearly: trade area $2

WFUL's personnel announce the
winners of the drawings from
each of the participating stores.
It was estimated that at least
25,000 registerations were made
at the stores. It was heartening to
see that the radio station's sales
promotion brought scores of shoppers from a 40-mile radius of Fulton. The prize winners listed
here indicate this trade from out
in the surrounding towns.
The results of the winning
registerations were broadcast as
they were being awarded and the
winners are announced here The
name of the store, the gift and
the winners are as follows.

Hall-Wooten, $5.95 hat. Naylor
'rreas, Fulton, Ky., $4.00 sport
shirt, Bertha Anderson, Rt. 3,
Fulton, Ky.; Fulton Hardware,
Mirromatic percolator, Tom Bradley, Crutchfield, Ky.; Tiny Toggery, $6.00 kindergarten blocks,
Mrs. George Davis, 511 West St.
Line, Fulton;Irby's Fashion Shop,
$18.95 hat, Mrs. Felix Gossum, Jr.,
Circle Drive. Fulton, Ky ; Western
Auto, $8.95 ice chest, Jim Warren,
Rt. 1, Fulton; National Store,
$27.50 George Washington bedspread. Robert Johnson, Fulton.
Clarice Shop, $14.95 dress, Ruth
Thompson. Rt 1, Fulton, )(As -Continued on Page Tees

Rotary Club To Sponsor Bathing
Beauty Contest At Pool Opening

Number Thirty

Cub Scouts Close Books For Year
Bobby Scales Is New Cubmaster
By Christine Batts
The Fulton Cub Scouts have
closed their 1957-58 books and are
eagerly 1 o o ki n g forward to
another successful year.
We regret that our Cubrnaster,
Elson McGuire, has been forced

FULTON'S NEW FERRY MORSE
BUILDING:
Artist's sketch (above) depicts the enor
mous size of the
255.000-square-foot plant. covering six acres
. The building will be built here this fall for the
Ferry-Morse Seed
Company packet division, moving to Fulto
troit. Architects are Thomas F. Faires and n from DeAssociates.
Memphis.

- Ferry-Morse Bids Will Be
Opened On August 6

We had seventy boys enrolled,
and they completed their requirePlans and specifications on the
Industrial bonds of $1,000,000
ments with skill and interest.
new Ferry-Morse building were are being
issued to construct the
We know that we could not received here last weekend,
ap- building and make other improvehave accomplished so much had it proved by the city Bids will
not been for our many friends received and opened here at be ments. The Kentucky Company of
7:00 Louisville will act as distributor
and supporters. We appreciate all p. m. on August 6th.
of the bonds. Interest, amortizathat has been done for us and
The building will be a one-story tion, and
other costs of the bond
would like to take this oportunity concrete-slab structure and
to thank you. It would be impos- include a 400x600-ft. plant, will Issue will be covered by rent to
and be received by the city from the
sible to name each person, but a 85x120-foot air-conditio
ned of- Ferry-Morse Seed Company.
we would especially like to thank fice. The office will
employ
McDade and McDade, local conthose who supported us in our around 40 full-time worke
rs and tractors who received the concamp project and our many the plant around 150 workers
full- tract to prepare the site for conmoney-making projects.
time and an additional 100 sea- struction,
have practically comOn Almost SO, tha Cubs will sonally.
pleted their work this week with
The
Catty of Funois hob& title the addition of
take their part in the big Ttailla fill for a railCities Carnival. In the near fu- to the land and buildings of the road siding to the
site, and on
ture, the "little boys in blue" will new seed plant, which it will Monday were hande
d a check for
be on the streets selling admission leased to the Ferry-Morse Seed $21,823.42 by Fulton
Mayor Neltickets to what we hope will be Company for a term of 15 years son Tripp for the
first estimate
the "biggest day the Twin-Cities with an option to renew for an on the grading and
drainage
have ever had." Support this additional 25 years.
work.
event and help us to start an annual "Carnival Day."
In the paper today, you will
find a Cub Scout registration slip.
If your son will be eight by September 15, fill out the slip and
mail immediately to Louis Weeks,
Fulton, Kentucky. Registrations
must be in by August 9. In this
way, your son will be able to
"Crops on approximately 6,000 acres of land in
participate in the big carnival.
the
We are anticipating great suc- upper river bottom above Hickman in Fulton County
cess this year and ask you, the have been destroyed by water," said
John Watts, Fulpublic, to continue to support the ton Coun
ty Agent, in a telephone conversation with The
Fulton Cub Scouts.

Flood Threat Grows In
Area; Losses Mounting

A "Bathing Beauty" contest of 100
entries are anticipated.
will be sponsored by the Fulton •
The pool opening is scheduled
Rotary Club in connection with for
Belsky Sesta.
Aug.
the opening of Fulton's Willow Batts in 20, with Mrs. Robert
charge
of
the
to
activit
resign
ies.
because of health, but
Plunge swimming pool the latter
The
part of August, the Rotary Club annualCub Scouts will have their we are proud to announce that
carnival in connection Bobby Scates, as
announced this week.
with the pool opening and acti- Billy Joe Forres Cubmaster, and
t, as assistant,
The contest is expected to be a vities
will get underway at 1 p. will lead Pack 40 for
the 1958-59
very popular event, and upwards m. and
will
contin
ue
year.
until late
If you see (or hear) me around
that night.
We feel that our past year's
on Thursday you'll know that I
Each civic organization is being work has been very gratifying.
was not able to make suitable
assigned a booth to manage.
News Wednesday morning.
plans to take a little vacation beThe Cubs will have their usual
fore Paul goes to camp and I
Mr. Watts went on to say that most of these crops
booths for the children, and the
have to look after both the News
Lieutenant Governor Harry Lee Cub Scout Queen Contes
were
of soybeans and corn.
t will be
and the Station. But if you don't Waterfield Tuesd
ay notified the held that day.
"The
re is still a possibility that additional crops might
tee (or hear) me around you'll Fancy Farm
Picnic Committee
Plans are for the pool to
know that finally I made connec- that he
be destroyed below Hickman by seep water coming
would accept an invita- open for swimming during be
the
tions.
tion to speak at the annual event. afternoon.
Union City—Some 50 4-H mem- da Thorp
e of South Fulton; sec- through the levee," Mr. Watts continued.
And at the outset let me say
The picnic will be held Saturbers, parents and leaders assem- ond,
Nancy Daniels of Union City.
Mr. Watts said this is really a serious situation for
that as I write this I cannot recall day, August 2.
bled at the Farm Bureau hall in third,
Mary Virginia Hoffman of those hit by the
any vacation I've had in recent
Waterfield is the second candiflood waters, as their entire crops have
Union City Saturday to see 33 Woodl
and.
years that has been actually date for the
demonstrations on 4-H project
Demoncratic nominabeen
wipe
out.
d
planned, looked forward to and tion for govern
Senior diary foods: First, Doris
work. The group then voted to
or to agree to
Four other counties north of eral over this
a time for leaving actually set. speak. Bert
hold its next annual 4-H demon- Andrews of Troy; second, Marilyn Fulton County have also been hit Weather Burea area, the U. S.
Combs, anti-adminu at Cairo revised
Remember last April and the istration candid
Kaye
Owens
of
Woodl
and;
third, by the high water.
stration on July 18, 1959.
ate, notified
its river predictions upward as
Godfrey Show.
Linda Carter of Rives, Betty Mc.. . I was doing my committee last week that the
he
Club
membe
According to reports, there have rains swelled streams still further.
rs have a year to Collum of Woodland
work, minding my own business would be on hand.
Mills and
complete their record books and Diane
The Cairo crest was expected to
and pronto .. . I was on my way
Gunter of South Fulton, tie been some isolated spots in Obion
An invitation also has gone to
prepar
e demonstrations for this
to New York. On another occa- Wilson Wyatt,
Heavy damage was recorded
Senior electric: Doris Andrews and Weakley Counties where be at about 43 feet or slightly
another candidate
sion, Mary Nelle walks into the for governor in
Monday night when a car and a event. The large number parti- of Troy and Roy Elliott of Union there were flooded conditions, but below on Friday or Saturday.
the primary elecIf the rains hold off everything This is about two feet below what
office and say let's take Don back tion next May.
pick-up truck collided at the cipating this year, Assistant Coun- City tied for first.
ty Agent Tom McCutchen said, is
will be fine in the two counties is ordinarily called the flood
to Baindridge, Md. Bingo . . we
Thomas Cash is chairman of the Union City highway and the Sec- accredited to
Junior
electri
c: First, Patsy south of Fulton.
stage, but it's high enough to
the excellent work
were on our way. Even for press afternoon, but
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Sunday and Monday night ap- bottomland. At the usual time for
know I'm going until I'm on my
burg, who investigated, said there parents. "Without this group no Perry Heatherly
of Woodland; peared
demonstration day could be held,"
way.
to have ended any hope such overflow, in the late winter
were no injuries.
third, James Faulkner of South
he commented.
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m land farmers can or early spring, this wouldn't matThe accident happened about 7,
Fulton and David Fowler and
But believe me this trip takes
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Chevrolet half-ton pick-up truck,
Handicraft: First, Mike Logan rain, which appear
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ed to be gendriven by Willie Hurt of Route demonstration grades to get the of Woodland; second
our Washington days, wrote and
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Union
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was
movin
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Shore of Rives.
said they would spend the sumon the Union City highway and Awards and prizes will be preHealth: First, Susan Owens of
mer in Clearwater. Florida would
sented to the winners at the
began
a
left
turn
at the Section county
Woodland; second, Roy Miller of
we like to come for a visit. They
-wide
4-H
Achie
vemen
Line
t
road.
A
1955 Chevrolet, fourObion; and third, Evelyn White
have just built a beautiful new
door sedan driven by Ronald Mos- Day, sponsored by the Union City of Hornbeak.
home on the beach. I talked to
Kiwan
is
club,
to
be
held
Nov.
ley
8th.
of
Route 4, Dresden, was atAccording to word received
Gardening: Janice Flippin and
Paul about it and he said it was
The winners in Saturday's
tempting to pass and the colliLarry Thompson of Woodland here Wednesday, Lou Wrather,
difficult for us to both get away
demons
tratio
ns
were:
sion
occurred. Trooper Hatley exwho was injured several weeks
at the same time, but I should
Junior dairy foods: First, LinContinued on Page Ten
plained. The car left the highway
ago in an automobile accident, is
certainly try to go. In the meanafter the accident, and ran into
doing fine in Kennedy Veterans
time Don Wright writes and says
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION
the front yard of a house.
Hospital in Memphis.
he will be stationed in Florida
Trooper HaUey said damage to
FULTON CUB SCOUTS
The information was received
after his leave at home so Mary
the car and truck was heavy.
by The News in a note from W.
Neils. says It would be fun to
Both men were reportedly alone
(Boy must be eight years of age by September 15)
L. Carter of Fulton. who Is also
Let a group together and make
at the time of the accident.
a patient in Kennedy Hospital.
the trek. Well I started planning.
NAME
Mr. Carter's note said:
Planning . . . that's a joke. In
Dead Paul and Jo:
BODY SHOP MOVES
CITIZ
ENS
OF
TOMO
RROW
the first place we couldn't make
After searching several wards
ADDRESS
CITIZENS OF TOMORROW:
Irvin Cash and Otis Simon,
definite plans because Don didn't (I to r) JAMES RICHARD, age
this a. m. I located Lou Wrather (1 to r) JANICE
FAYF., age 5,
THOM
5,
AS
EVAN
S.
age 6, and operators of the Cash and
know when he would go to Floriin
Ward
BIRT
7-B.
HDAY
Lou
is
doing
fine, and VICKIE LYNN HERRING,
Sisson
da so we couldn't ask anybody WALTER WILLIAM POWELL. Body Shop, announced this week
is walking and feels fine. Wanted age 3, daught
ers of Mr. and Mrs.
and let them know when they age 20 month, eons of Mr. and that the shop has been moved PARENTS NAME
me to tell you he was doing well L. R. Herring of
would be going. Also on Don's de- Mrs. Flynn Powell of Fulton and from the Ford garage to the old
and hopes to be out in two or daughters of Mr. Fulton, grand and Mrs. J. T.
grumbles, of Mr*. Walter Crane Viking freigh
t terminal building Please mail or send this application to Louis Weeks, three weeks.
Continued On Page Pow
et Mayfield and Mrs.
of Fulton.
behind the garage.
Sincerely,
=
r1lerriag of Mayfield and
Fulton, Kentucky by August 9, 1958
Wm. L. Carter
Mb Herring of Polsomdaie.

Waterfield To Speak
At Picnic August 2

4-H Demonstration Day Held,
Contest Winners Announced

Car And Truck
Damaged Badly
In A Collision

Lou Wrather Is
Reported Doing Fine

g

Attacks On Combs By Chandler And Wyatt May
Indicate Real Strength Of 1955 Candidate
A great many of us in the First District are following with interest the
mbryonic campaigns of Bert Combs
iind Wilson Wyatt. We are following
them with interest, because at this
point both are announced candidates
for Governor, come the '59 primary,
and both are Seeking to woo what has
been calculated as a strong antiadministration sentiment throughout
the State.
From what we have heard around
the District, anti-administration
forces don't want two candidates,
even though, at this time, they have
them. In the interests of winning the
election, many seem inclined to agree
that a compromise may be in order
by fall, with one figure emerging to
carry the anti-administration banner.
In the meantime, there is much
watching and waiting as forces jockey
for favored position.
Bert Combs, a rather quiet but able
and forceful gentleman, embodies
'practically all of the anti-administration platform. It was Bert Combs who
opposed Happy Chandler the last
time, and if some of his frank utterances cost him the election, they have
won him a lot of support since that
time.
In his present campaign, Bert
Combs has also acted the gentleman
in his early moves.
Wilson Wyatt, on the other hand,
seems bent on pile-driving his way to
acceptance . . . cleaving a wedge between himself and Combs that might
be most difficult to repair for common
unity in the interests of victory next
year. We submit that those who seek
to defeat the administration are already sick of pile-driving tactics in
their own midst.
We have two instances in mind: the
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

first was an uncalled-for letter by the
"Young Democrats for Wyatt" devoted entirely to attacking Bert Combs.
The second, this week, constituted
an attack on Bert Combs' campaign
chairman. Robert Martin, calling for
his resignation as Superintendent of
Public Instruction. We don't see that
that comes under the heading of Wilson Wyatt's business.
There can be no doubt that rank
and file voters all over Kentucky, and
especially in the First District, look
upon Bert Combs as a symbol of antiChandlerism. They see Combs as a
man who was castigated, maligned,
and torn apart by a ruthless opponent
in 1955. It is clearly visible that Bert
Combs told the truth in 1955 and
emerges as a man of high moral character, honesty .and integrity.
On the other hand, Wilson Wyatt
has yet to withstand to rigors of a
Chandler onslaught. Already saddled with the Chandler tag of "city
slicker" and "ankle blankets" Wyatt
too, will have to take the bitter attacks made upon the Wetherby Administration by Chandler, since formai. Governor Wetherby is actively supporting Wyatt.
There emerges some significance in
the fact that both Chandler and Wyatt
are attacking Bert Combs. We spell
that significance as indicating that
Bert Combs,at this date, is the logical
and strongest candidate to oppose
Harry Lee Waterfield.
First District politicians are watching and waiting and not saying much
thus far. They have a lot at stake in
the coming race; they realize that the
First District may play a very important part in it; and from what we can
gather, they hope to cast their united
support behind one man.

Science Alone Cannot Say e America
By Judge Clifford O'Sullivan,
U. S. District Court, Detroit, Mich.
Ever since the Russians launched
Sputnik I into its orbit, there has been
a great cry that we must concentrate
now on science.
WHY THIS BIG rush for science?
The principal motive for our present
crash program is fear—fear lest we
lose our position of power in the
world, and fear that we may be defeated if war should come.
But can science rid us of these
fears? During the past fifty years we
have wttnessed more scientific progress than in any other period of history; yet with all this success in scientific developments, we stand trembling today for fear of tomorrow.
Why? Because the Free World can
no longer claim a monopoly on scientific brains, and as long as Godless
men exist capable of wielding destructive weapons, that fear will continue
to remaiii with us.
NO ONE IS suggesting that we
ignore science, for we must try to
match the inventions of the other
great nations of the world. But the
greatest need in America today isn't
science. The greatest need is religion.
WE ARE A NATION founded on
religious principles by men who believed in Almighty God. Now as
Christians and Americans, we either
believe that God is both the creator of
the world and the source of America's
strength, or else we are guilty of undermining the foundations upon
which our great nation rests.
There is no room for compromise

THE FUL1TON COUNTY NEWS
Voted 'Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
In 1964 Kentucky Press Association judging
Soccessor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1330.
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in these beliefs; either those who believe in God are right or the atheistic
leaders of Soviet Russia are right. If
we believe the future welfare of our
nation depends upon Divine Providence, may we not well pause to wonder whether God may become impatient with our misuse of His divine
scheme of the universe which He has
given to us?
SUCH IMPATIENCE in God, and
His wrath, need not necessarily be
evidenced by some supernatural visitation upon mankind, but by allowing
man to destroy his own civilization.
Our fear, then, should not be for
the Russians; they cannot destroy our
immortal souls. Our only fear should
be whether we are separating ourselves from the God who has created
us.
LET US HOPE and pray for spectacular success by our scientists. But
let us not farget that the greatest need
in education is the education of the
minds and hearts of merf so that there
may come a time when the right
thinking people of the world, people
who really believe in God, will have
gained such pre-eminence a n d
strength as to be able to forbid the
misuse of science by immoral and
Godless groups.
Only when that victory has been
achieved will there be anything like
real peace and security in the world.
CAPACITY AND POWER
Responsibility walks hand in hand
with capacity and power.
—J. G. Holland
Nothing save divine power is capable of doing so much for man as he
can do for himself.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Man is capable of all things.
—Michel Montaigne
Throw away all ambition beyond
that of doing the day's work
—Sir William Osler
We must find our duties in what
comes to us, not in what we imagine
might have been.
•
—George Eliot
De as well as you can today, and
perhaps tomorrow you may be able
to do better.
—Newton
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TEM* Back The Clock—
July 22, 1533
Clyde and Don Hill have started work on the remodeling of
the Arcade Barber Shop and the
Hornbeak bakery. The front of
the building is being redone, with
stairways being added for the upper floor.
An electric fan taken from J.
K. Walker of Fourth St. brought
the arrest of Florence McDaniels,
white, and trial for petit larceny
was held Wednesday morning before Judge Lon Adams. She was
taken to the county jail at Hickman to serve a 30 day sentence.
A hand concert was given Friday by the Fulton High School
Band on the lawn at the American Legion Cabin on Fourth St.
Student directors of the program
were Miss Martha Neil Houston
and Charles Williams. The program was intereitingly rendered
and attracted a good crowd.
Leon Browder, president of the
Fulton ClitaiMber of Commerce,
talked bee the Lions Club Friday at noon. He urged all citizens
to take an interest in the series
of rural meetings which are being
held, and asked business men to
attend the meeting at Chestnut
Glade.
Members of the Fulton Chamber of Commerce enjoyed a dinner with the Chestnut Glade

Kentucky

Here lien old picture for which we have no identification ai sll. We invite our readers to write in and
provide us with whatever information they can about
the organization and. if possible, members shown above,
In ceder to run the picture again in a few weeks with
Identification. Address your letter to Editor, The News.
Box 485. Fulton. Ky.

Chamber of Commerce. Tuesday
evening on the lawn of the Chestnut Glade High School. about one
hundred being present.
Mrs. Seldon Cohn gave a dinner
party for Dr. Cohn Wednesday
night in honor of the latter's
birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. C W. Binford
entertained their weekly contract club at their home on
Edding St., Tuesday night At the
conclusion of games. Mrs- J•L.
Jones and Dr Seldon Cohn won
high score prizes.
The Tuesday afternoon club
met with Mrs. Sara Meacham at
her home on the State Line. Mrs.
V. L. Freewuin received high
score prize.
Mrs. Meacham served refreshments to two tables of players and
two guests, Mrs. Martin Nall and
Vincent Townsend of St. Louis,
Mo.
Mrs. Harry Brady, Mrs. Frank
Wiggins, Mrs. Mark Davidson,
Mrs. Wayne Buckley, Misses
"Sook" Weaver. and Betty Norris skated in Union City Tuesday
night.
E list er
Buchanan,
"Buck"
Watch, Joe Cockran and Robert
McCullum were in Union City.
Tuesday night.
•
Miss Frances Poyner spent the
week in Paducah with friends.

Windage

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

BENNE
PHONE

Parker) drove a horse and buggy
in a parade and got a prim.
We are all fine, and love to
all
Nancy Snow Logsdon
1714 Beach Blvd.
St. Petersburg 7. Pia

THE NEWS welcomes expressions tram Its readers. Seat
items mead be signed bet
Colorado Springs
same will be ammlited feel
peblitedee If requestedEditors, THE NEWS:
Would like for you to change
Sas: Diego. Call! my address
from New Matiunoras,
Ohio. to 1-W Costilla, Colorado
Editors, THE NEWS
I am sending S3 for my re- Springs, Colorado.
Sure enjoy reading THE NEWS;
newal; also
for a subscription
for my daughter. Mrs EL J Hil- seems like getting letters from
debrand. Route 2. Boa 3015. Lake- home. never want to miss a copy.
side. Calif We enjoy the Fulton Also enjoy the pictures!
News; It is like a letter from
Mrs. Burnie Stallins
home!
1 West Costilla
Rosa 11 Ferrell
Colorado Springs. Colo.
Ma Madison Avenue
Kan Diego. 14, Calif
St. Petersburg, Pia
Editors, THE NEWS
Thanks a lot for sending our
paper on — — we have been so
busy — — Jack Parker and family
are away visiting North — —
they will be in ?uncial soon seeing friends and relatives
You and all the staff do a
good Job: I enjoy all The News
each week.
Hello to all our friends and relatives there! Down here the
weather is warm and nice, and
not too hot. the beaches are
fine . .
come to see us!
Your WPUL tacky party was
good: reminds me when Ruth
Copeland and my sister (Sallie

Ella Doyle wins
scholarship
Miss Ella Doyle, daughter of
Mrs. George Doyle of Fulton, has
been awarded - a scholarship to
Louisiana State University at
Baton Rouge, where she will enroll this fall as a freshman.
The Fulton High graduate, received the scholarship because of
her National Scholastic Magazine
award and for her work in journalism at Northwestern Univesity.
Miss Doyle left Tuesday morning for Shreveport, La., for a visit
with her roommate this fall, Miss
Ann Johnson. On her return trip
she Will visit with her uncle in
Jackson, Miss.

By P. W.
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The grapevine has it that I'm
about to get written up in the
Sensational Detective magazine.
The Sensational Detective of
Fulton County Inas took pen in
hand. Move over, Judge Stain!
Por the first season in several
years, our Ken-Tenn area has not
been plagued with drought, or
too much rain, or army worms.
or grasshoppers, or other major
hinderances
. . and we all are
being treated to the sight of lush
crops. excellent vegetables and
fruits., and general optimism on
the farms.
Both Royce Jolley and Carl
Hastings are already wiling beeeyootiful peaches and apples, and
anyone who likes tosnaton, as our
family does, can go out and get
whoppers by the bushel We drove
out to the Wales Austin farm last
Sunday and saw the most amazing
tomato crop we've ever seen. I
have forgotten how many thousand hills the Austin"; have out
there, but each vine is loaded
with 'em.
I have found out one thing
down here in Kentucky - there's
not much sense In me raising
chickens or a vegetable garden.
The first year or two after we
moved out in Highlands I knocked myself out raising a big vegetable garden; 13 different vegetables. The garden was fine and
we had plenty of vegetables, but
when mine were ready for eating
the market was flooded and I
could buy 'em almost a cheap as
I could go out And pick them.
Next year came a drouth and
the garden burned up. So did
everybody else's. Next year
didn't plant one and was glad I
didn't. Things burned up again.
So then I quit for good and

prean
hews
one p

planted the place in grass for a
badminton court and playground
for the kids. This year a garden
would have done wonder, but
everybody else's is doing 'wonders
and I can buy stuff cheaper
than I can grow it.
That also goes for chickens,
and eggs . . but Jo has already
told that story. So I now leave
farming to the farmers and try to
concentrate on good printing and
a good newspaper.
Like the sign in the tavern up
in Illinois: "We have made an
agreement w'tth the bank, in which
we will not cash checks and the
bank will not serve beer."
There are many indications around Fulton that businessmen
look to the fall and winter with
optimism, noticed particularly in
the clean-up. pairft-up activity
going on: Paul Raining Implement Company has just given
their big building on Valnut a
coat of "I-}1 Red" paint: Bugg's
grocery, across the street. followed suit, and now Graham Furniture Company's entire front is
a gleaming white after the finishing touches this week.
Over on Lake Street Kasnovis
new dress shop Is getting all fixed up for an opening one of these
days and painters ere getting
ready to tackle the big front on
the Charlie Scatee Store, down
at the other end of Lake Street
in the old City Motor Company
building.
TIRE NOTE FOIL TODAY
"Unload thy gun before thou
enterest an automobile that thy
days may be long and thy funeral postponed."—Kentucky Department of Fish & Wildlife Resources
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Reduce operating cost by wing the tun!
The new OTARION SOLITE converts direct sunlight, or artificial light, into immediate energy for
the operation of the famous L-60 OTARION
LISTENER—the world's most powerful solaroperated eyeglass keariag aid.
Uses solar cells of the type that power the transmitter in space satellites now circling the earth. Also
available for any late model hearing aid.
Exclusive Rx circuitry — especially for you, provides the equivalent of three hearing aids in one—
for your needs today, tomorrow and years to come—
yet challenges detection.
Otarion Listeners are worn and recommended by
more prominent Americans than any other,including
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
COME IN FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION. Or,

for fascinating sun-power story, phone or mail coupon TODAY!

Load Representative:
ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE, Church Street, Fulton
Pisani send free Solite literature
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of Pry's Shoe Store in Pulton,
a position he has held for the
past six
Prior to that he was employed
by the National Store for seven
years.
Mr.. Bradley, a friendly man.
is a member of the Nazarene
Church.
He and his family live on a
Seven acre farm three miles north
of Fulton on Highway 51, where
they built a new home last year.
Mr. Bradley was born in Graves
County near Wingo on January
10. 1913, son of John Luther and
Lillian Smith Bradley. He attended school at Cayce and has lived
in and around Fulton for the last
20 years. He married Miss Janet
White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Toni Bradley
Rollie C.. White of Fulton.
Toni Bradley, one of those conThey have three children, Sanfusing Bradley 4wir.s is manager dra, 16 who will be a senior this
fall at Fulton County High School
We have complete stocks at Hickman, Kenneth 14, Dwight
11, who plan to transfer from
Cayce to Pulton school* this fall.
Both of the boys are pitchers of
Little League teams, and want to
for HOME and FARM
play on the local school ball
teams.
Machines
Mr. Bradley likes fishing and
BENNETT ELECTRIC hunting
for recreanon. He also
PHONE 201
FULTON grows a vegetable garden.

Dayton V-Belts

Dooms
oet

Parks And McKinnis
Are Obion Chairmen

Obion County Trustee Jock
Parks and County Judge Van McKinnis have been named co-chairmen of the Taylor for Governor
Committee in Obion County.
Headquarters at Nashville for
Judge Andrew T. Taylor also anWith JIM PRYOR
Agilintasts1 *Fs,Mesh Camd adhsei nounced Mrs. Homer D. Fesmire
of Dyer, former state president
CONCRETE PIPE
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars
FOR STOCK TANKS
Auxiliary, has been selected
Last week I was reading an in- chairman of the Women for Tayteresting article in the Kentucky lor organization in Gibson CounSoil and Water Conservationist ty.
Mr. Parks is serving his third
paper on water tanks. This was
reported by Mr. Robert Ellis, term as trustee in Obion and
Chairman, Promotion Committee. Judge McKinnis has been county
Kentucky Association of Soil judge since last August. He previously was Circuit Court Clerk
Conservation Districts.
It seems that a lot of work on in Obion County for three terms.
concrete mixing and form building can be saved by using reinAccurate
forced concrete pipe for stock
water tanks. Within the past 10
WORKMANSHIP
months Boone County cooperators
Conservation
District
At Low Cost
of the Soil
have installed 40 such tanks. They
Watches, Clocks and Time
seem to work well as they come Mews of An Kinds Anewin three foot lengths and are four 'mutely Repaired at Low Oast
feet in diameter. They hold 235 107—
gallons when filled, about 15 galANDREWS
lons over the minimum approved
for A. S. C. cost-share payments.
Jewelry
Company
Miss Mary Frances Roberts
A six inch concrete floor is
poured in the bottom of the pipe
with an inlet for water supply
and overflow pipe. These pipe
come in all sizes up to 8 and 10
feet diameter for larger supplies.
The cost of the 4 foot tank comfor the
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Buren Roberts ate today an- plete was $50. The reason
cost was the Soil Conservanouncing the engagement and approaching marriage of small
tion District in Boone County
their daughter, Mary Frances, to Staff Sergeant Ray bought 8 of these and by purchasPaul Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wilson of Sedalia, ing this many the cost was reducKentucky. The announcement will be of interest in Wes- ed.It would be necessary for these
tern Kentucky and Tennessee.
tanks to have a drain plug to preThe bride-elect is a graduate of Fulton High School vent freezing in winter, or have
319-31 Walnut St.
close enough to the house or
and is at present an employee of the Southern Bell It
barn for a heating unit to be inTelephone Company.
stalled.
Mr. Wilson was graduate from Melber High School, These warm days all cattle need
cool water for proper gains
Melber, Ky. He is an instructor with the Mobile Train- fresh
and in the dairy business it is
ing Unit of the United States Air Force. He has served essential that ample cool water
in South America and in Japan and is presently station- be available at all times. Many
dairymen are beinging to suffer
ed in Casper, Wyoming.
production loses due to none other
The marriage will be solemnized at the Cumberland than lack of water for the herd.
Most of the cases cattle like to
Presbyterian Church in Fulton on September 27.
drink after eating and leaving the
milk barn. If the water isn't close
by chances are she will not drink
as much later.
Remember, a fresh-cool water
supply will mean extra dollars in
(ger note: the following information, supplied THE NEWS
your pocket this summer.
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
agencies will be of special interest to progressive farmers in the
Ken-Tenn area):

7souss

Engagement Of Mary Frances Roberts
To Ray Paul Wilson Announced Today

ind buggy
prize.
I love to

Child Who Swallowed
Drain Cleaner Is
Now At His Home
Eddie Allen, four-year-old son
of Mr.'end Mrs. Ralph Allen, has
been returned to his home, at
Water Valley from the Baptist
Hospital in Memphis.
Y oung Allen swallowed a
quantity of caustic drain cleaner
a few weeks ago, and is unable
to swallow solid food. Memphis
doctors have put a pipe in his
throat, and when he has recovered from this operation, it may be
necessary to remove his entire
esophagus and provide a new one.
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Bradley, Manager of Fry's Shoe Store
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Twin-Cities Busineespeople In Revievrt

TRY SPEAS VINEGAR TODAY!
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You can't afford notto
paintatthislow pdeel

Farm News, Meetings, Events

Mabry Awarded
UK Scholarship
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HAROLD WILEY
Your Telephone Manager

PLAN AHEAD! This is the time of year I like to get out
and look over the summer's crop of new homes. They're
all mighty nice—so pretty and modern. Of course, as a
telephone man, I especially like to see the ones that are
"telephone planned." This means telephone outlets are
prearranged so a new home owner can have as many as
he wants just where he wants them. Then, if there's only
one phone to begin with, others can be installed later
without any trouble. The wiring is concealed, and there's
no need to run wires around doors and woodwork. Look
for the Telephone Planned Home symbol when you go new
house hunting. If you're building your own new home (or
even just remodeling your old one), call us and we'll be
happy to help you with your telephone planning.
• • •

PHONE AHEAD: Just as a
July is a heavy building
month, it's also vacation
month—probably the most
popular of the summer.So,
remember, when you're
traveling on the highway,
take it easy! No reason to
hurry! If you're going to
be late or if you're worried about reservations, just call
ahead. You'll find convenient outdoor telephone booths
ready to serve you 'most everywhere you go.
• • •
across
IS THIS TAX FAIR? Somewhere recently I came
Egypt
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that
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collector
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the life of a
left
and
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with
-smeared
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the
by
attacred
changed
have
times
tied to ant-hills. Fm certainly glad
because the phone company is a tax collector of sorts. The
tax we are required to collect from you for the government
everyIs the excise tax—the extra 10% added monthly to
-emergwar
a
was
tax
this
Originally,
one's telephone bills.
houseency measure, but you still pay it today. No other
to all
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tax,
a
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utility
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Appointment of community
election boards to select nominees
for community committeemen
who will direct the farm programs locally in the next year
was announced today by C. C.
Vaughn, Chairman of the Obion
County ASC Committee.
This is the first step in the election procedure through which
farmers select a chairman, vicechairman, regular member and
two alternates in each community. The selection of the communi-

Your Machinery
plays a large part in the
successful operation of
your farm. Is it insured
against fire, explosion,
lightning, theft, upset
and overturn and many
more frequent hazards?
It can be with our lowcost Farm Machinery
'Floater. Come on in and
--talk it over.
CALL

ty election board members announced today was made by the
County ASC election board coinposed of James W. Workman,
County Agent, Tom McCutchen,
Assistant County Agent, Willie
Sellers, President Obion County
Farm Bureau, James McIntosh,
Representative of FHA, Marion
Simpson, Representative of 6CS
and Curtis R. Hancock, Obion
County ASC Office Manager.
The chairman of each comunity committee elected will be the
community delegate to the county
convention that will elect a county ASC committee.
The community and county
ASC committees elected by the
farmers in each county administer
the Federal Government's price
support, wool incentive, Soil
Bank, acreage allotment-marketing quota, and cost-sharing conservation programs at the local
level. Committeemen are elected
for one year terms beginning immediately after election.
Members of community ASC
election boards include:
Community 1: Chairman, Norman Gunter. R-4, Fulton, Ky.;
Vice-Chairman, Stacy Sammons,
R-4, Union City, Tenn.; Regular
Member, Claud Tucker, R-4,
Union City, Tenn.; Alternate, H.
L. Underwood, R-4, Union City,
Tenn. ' Chairman Vaughn of the Obion
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee today announced that work is under
way in setting up the Soil Bank
Conservation Reserve program for
the 1959 crop year.
A tentative program has been

NOTICE!!

R. A. Mabry, Cayce native, who
is McCracken County agricultural
extension service agent since
September, 1953, will return to
the University of Kentucky this
fall to secure his master's degree
in agricultural extension education.
He has been awarded a $1,500
scholarship with which to complete the work. His scholarship
calls for him to return to McCracken County following completion of the school term next
June.
Mabry is a native of Fulton Co.
Cayce. He received his bachelor
of science degree in agriculture
from Western State College at
Bowling Green. He has done some
/graduate work at the University
of Arkansas and also at the University of Kentucky.
drawn up by the Department of
Agriculture and submitted to
State ASC Committees throughout the country for study and
comments. After these recommendations are reviewed, the program will be put in final form
and contracts will be made available to farmers for signup later
in the year. Contracts may not
be signed at this time.
Nri..11110CMPOMMINIMMETEM
The Conservation Reserve program requires substantial positive
action on the pare of farmers who
have signed contracts and put
land in the program, according
to C. C. Vaughn, Chairman of the
Obion County Agricultural stabilization and Conservation Committee. The positive action is the
farmer's commitment in the contract under which the Govetnment has agreed to make annual
Conservation Reserve payments

MARTINIENOUR
*3000* house
a,INVtfrl;
Here's the biggest paint value ever.
... one you can't afford to
miss! Now at lowest cost you can give your home a sparkling
exterior. Use Martin-Senow ''3000" for economy, beauty,
durability and protection. Covers most surfaces in one coat.

Come in Now—Todayl Get This Great Value,
Plus Other Martin-S•now Quality Products.

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 Church Street

Phone 35

Fulton

"
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We Have Stopped Production at the

OK LAUNDRY
for remodeling, repairs and replacement of
machinery.
THE CALL OFFICE
will remain open from 6:00 a. m. to 6:30 p. m.

each day to handle your laundry and cleaning
needs. We are still giving the same day service
as always ... In by 9—out by 5.

OK - PARISIAN LAWIDII
AND CLEANERS

BOTTLED
IN BOND
4 YRS. OLD
$ee PROOF

Use avollahlei MAVEN WILL Kentucky
Breiebe herbal, 4 year, 7. proof.
HEAVEN HILL D1',110.Ekif

$455
MTN
PINT
$2.51
KAU PINT...51.44
NIAIT
'

5th Candidate
Enters Race
For Governor
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The following were paal
the local hospitals W
morning, July 29.
lilliview Hospital:
Mrs. Vodie Floyd, Dukedom;
The number of Democratic can- Mrs. Henry Pewitt, Water Valley;
didates seeking the 1959 governa- Archie Ruston, Dukedom; Mrs,
torial nomination rose to five John R. Melton, Dukedom; Mrst
Tuesday with the entry of form- Billy Rogers, Pierce, Tenn.; John
er State Rep. Marion Vance of Williford, Water Valley; Boss
Glasgow.
Martin, Mrs. Ella Maddox, Carl
Vance, an active Barren County James, Willie Speed, Mrs. Neal
political figure, is an attorney. Ward. Jimmy Allen, Mn. Burnie
He was elected to the House of Sloan, Mrs. Pearl Elkins and
Representatives in 1951.
Vickie Thorpe, all of Fulton.
Others in the race are Wilson Jones Hospital:
Wyatt of Louisville. Bert Combs
Mrs. W. E. Chamber, Martin;
of Prestonsburg, Lt. Gov, Harry Mrs. Dora McCollum, Water ValC.
Hubert
and
Waterfield
Lee
ley, Mrs. Susie Brundige, DresCarpenter of Louisville
den; Mrs. Cliford Westbrooks and
baby, Palmersville; Mrs. Jerry
Winstead and baby, Dresden; Mrs.
Jerry Hawks and baby, Ben Hainley, Mrs. Willie Lou Brann, Mrs.
Pearl Hibbs, and Mrs. Herman
Gov A. B Chandler Tuesday Parks, all of Fulton.
appointed a fire-man board of Fulton Hospital:
Mrs. Orby Sushart, Pilot Oak;
trustees of the County Employes
Mrs. James Holcombe, Hickman;
Retirement System.
The board was created by the Mrs. Nora Ray, Wingo; Mrs. Kernie Hicks, Detroit; J. M. Dunn,
1958 Legislature.
Named were Clyde Hopkins, Lansing, Mich.; Mrs. Willis AtterClinton, and Thomas E. Phipps. berry, Crutchfield; Mr. J. D.
Ashland. for four year terms: Campbell. Clinton; Luther PicHarold Trader. Providence, for kens, Water Valley; Mrs. Tom
three years; Marshall Dawson, White. Cayce; Mrs. Leon BransVersailles, for two years, and J. ford, Cayce; Mrs. Ethna Faulks,
W. James, Springfield. for one Union City; Fate Bone, Wingo; J.
M. Bradley, Wingo; Mrs. Mamie
year.
Chandler also appointed three Bellew, Crutchfield; Herbert Taymembers of the Water Pollution lor, Martin; Mrs. 011ie Puckett,
Control Commission. Ashland Wingo: Isaac Watts, Water Valley;
Mayor Wilbur Caseky and Padu- Mrs. Orville Smith, Mrs. Ben Holcah Mayor George Jacobs were land, Ellis Ruddle, Mrs. J. T.
named to increase the member- Travis, Mrs. Bobby Barclay, Mrs.
ship by two, as directed by the Vodie Hardin, Mrs. Riley AlexLegislature. H. 0. Zimmerman of ander, Terry Joyner. Mary
Newble, Mr. Irby Holder. Mrs.
Wheelwright was reappointed.
Robert Rudolph and baby girl,
HERE
ELLOTT
CHIEF
Mrs. Rodney Miller, Mrs. R. V.
of
Chief
Fulton girls shown in the above pictur
Paducah
Rulie Elliott,
Putnam, Sr., Catherine Lowe. and
the
at
Police, was guest speaker
are Dot Darnell, Peggy Wilhwaucks. J
Mrs. Charles Ray and baby girl,
Tuesday luncheon meet- all of Fulton.
Vincent, Ruth Pruiett, Patsy Dedmod, regular
ing of the Fulton Rotary Club
Martha Jane Weaks. Lutricia Bennett this week, speaking on "Community Safety"
and Janice Vincent.

Diary of Doin's
Lovely Miss Susan McDaniel was honored on her
th birthday with a dance at the Fulton Country
.?ighteen
.
the
Club last Thursday evening, July 17. Hosts for
l.
McDanie
occasion were her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
HiFi
to
evening
the
Dancing was enjoyed during
music, and delicious refreshments were served. Approximately 40 young people attended the social event.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Castleman, who were married Sunday,
July 13, at the home of the Rev.
R. C. Ross in Union City, were
the inspiration for a miscellaneous shower given Tuesday night
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Castleman on Route 4,
Union City.
The bride is the former Mu
Norma Hendon, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Hendon of Fulton.
Tha refreshment table held a
beautifully-decorated cake, t )pped
with a nosegay of bridal flowers,
with pink satin streamers tied
with wedding rings. The arrangement was presented to the bride.
The honoree chose white jewelry and white accessories to complement her smarty-styled black
cotton chemise. Her frock featured a low rounded neckline
The hostess was wearing a navy
blue cotton costume designed with
a rounded neckline and a softly
pleated skirt. Her accessories were
white.
Among the 40 guests who attended were the bridegroom's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hurshell
Castleman and daughter, Helen,
of Brunswick, Ohio.
The bridal couple left last
Thursday for Brunswick where
they will make their home.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Miss Clara McMurry, brideelect of Larry Henderson, was
honored at a household shower
Friday, July 18, at 7:30 p. m. at
the Cayce Methodist Church.
Bouquets of assorted flowers
were artistically arranged around
the room.
Games were played and prizes
went to Mrs. S. A. Jones and
Mrs. Buford Sennett.
Refreshments included delicious
punch, set of by a beautiful float
of mixed fruits, and cakes topped
with pink and green decorative
flowers.
After refreshments, Miss McMurry opened her large assortment of gifts.
Miss McMurry chose a soft
green summer frock set off with
rhinestone straps. Her accessories
were black and she was presented
a corsage of tiny kitchen helpfuls with a background of net.
Hostesses were Miss Betty
Lacy, Miss Annell Fowler, Mrs.
Charles Ashe, Mrs. Howard Norton, and Mrs. Billy Curtsinger.
Approximately 35 guests attended.

Clinton Man Trustee
Retirement System

The July meeting of the Wingo
Homemakers Club was held in the
The Tau Phi Lambda of Fulton and
home of Mrs. Elizabeth Choate.
of the Supreme Forest WoodMurray
Seventeen members and four visimen Circle held their pledge and initiators were present.
The major lesson on "Good tion ceremony recently at the Murray
Grooming" was given by the Electric Building.
Mrs. Warren Johnson of Water president, Mrs. Elizabeth Choate.
Miss Glenda Culver, president of the
Valley was honored on her birth- All enjoyed the questions and
Girls from each chapter performed in
day with a dinner-party at the answers.
sorority, presided during the
Murray
Derby dining room Thiirsday
Jackson's Drug Store announcimpressive candlelight initiation serthe
the
gave
McGuire
Mrs. Gladys
y in which she welcomevening. The party was given by landscape lesson,"Now is the time opening ceremon
ed today that Douglas Taylor,
and
Fulton
both
from
were
Initiates
vice.
her Birthday Club, and she re- to remove dead tops of iris and ed Fulton girls.
Ken Turner of Fulton was a- registered pharmacist, is now
ceived a nice gift from the mem- peonieas."
Mrs. Onida Boyd. past national preid- Murray.
mong 70 high school musician associated with the store.
bers.
After the hostess served the refresh- from throughout the state who Mr. Taylor is a graduate of the
Mrs. Grace Owens gave health dent. presided during the inspiring
Those attending were Mrs. notes, explained about the blood
attended the All-Kentucky High University of Tennessee School of
ments. games were enjoyed.
Johnson, Mrs. J. D. Bennett, Mrs. bank and gave out cards for blood pledge service.
School Band Prograto recently at Pharmacy, Memphis, and his
association with the firm will proWilson Arnett of Paducah, Miss donors.
the University of Kentucky
Doris Bratton of Paducah, Mrs.
the band vide a continuation of the high
event,
the
During
the
gave
Waggoner
Mary
Mrs.
ons that
Doyce Clark, Mrs. Jim Edd Harmembers presented s coneert and standard of prescripti
Libya.
grove, Mrs. Edd Roberts, and Mrs. citizenship lesson in
were they have always maintained.
and
program
recital
solo
a
Mr. Taylor is single.
The club adjourned to meet at
Milford Jobe.
guests at a party.
the site of Cornelius Holmes' lake
be
at
held
the
A
will
revival
McKnight,
Army
S.
SATURDAY DANCE
Mr. and Mrs. Maar
Mr. and Mrs. James Palmer of now serving in the U.
on the second Thursday in AuTO HE ON FARM
d Baptist Church beMrs. Vivian McClanahan and gust at 7 p. m. for a picnic.
Fulton announce the engagement and is stationed at Fort Chaffee, Crutchfiel
from the
D.
W.
Armstrong
will be a dance SaturThere
30
and
July
continuing
ginning
a
at
Chap Taylor were guests
and approaching marriage of Arkanas.
Princeton Sub-Experiment StaThe Water Valley W. S. C. S. their daughter, Linda Sue, to Joel
The bride-ggoorn is the grand- through Aug. 10. The Rev. J. T. tion will be at the J. T. (Turney day night at the Fulton Country
pharmacist dinner-dance at the
met July 14 at the home of Mrs. Stow Fields, son of Mr. and Mrs. son of Mr. Ali Mrs. Ed Stow of Thorpe of Mayfield will do the Davie) Farm, Friday morning, Club for members and their
Strata Club Thursday evening.
W. H. Mobley.
Latham, Tennessee and the late preaching. The Meyers Family Jul) 25, at 9:30 a m to give a guests. Charles Andrews and the
Hayden Fields of Martin.
Melody Men Orchestra will play
Mrs, W. H. Harrison was reHenry Fields of Pal- will present special music.
dethe
gave
Tibbs
Mrs. Harry
The marriage will be solmnized Mr. and Mrs.
Services will be held each even- demonstration on pruning young for dancing from 9 to midnight.
turned home from the Baptist votional on the subject "World
.
Tennessee
mersville,
First
pecan trees that have been grafthospital last Wednesday in a Federation of American Women." August 24 at 3 p. m. at the
All friends and relatives are ing at 7:30. Everyone is cordially ed this year.
RECEIVES BURNS
Methodist Church in Fulton.
to
attend.
invited
Hornbeak ambulance.
the
attend
to
at
invited
Refreshments were served
Everyone is invited to attend.
was a member cordially
t
bride-elec
The
J. U. MeRAndree, I. C. emwedding.
NEW LOCATION
Willard Thompson was taken the conclusion to 13 members.
of the 1958 graduating class of
ployee, received painful burns on
BREAKS FOOT SUNDAY
The next meeting will be held outh Fulton High School. She has
from his home in Weakley CounBeginning this week. the FulMrs. H. G. Butler of Fulton, the stomach, chest and arm. Tuesty to the TB hospital in Memphis at the home of Mrs. Herman Mc- attended the University of Tenton Lions Club will have their Route 3, fell at her home Sunday day evening, when a pressure
last Wednesday in a Hornbeak Keel.
nessee, Martin Branch for the past
regular Friday luncheon meetings and broke a bone in her foot. cooker blew up at his home.
ambulance.
Members of the Future Home- two years.
in the Terrace Room at the Park She was taken to Jones Hospital When the accident occurred he
Hays
G.
hthe
granddaug
is
Herbert
Miss Palmer
Mr. and Mrs.
and his wife were canning corn
Terrace restaurant.
in a Hornbeak ambulance.
ELson McGuire, Cubmaster, was makers Association of Wingo
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Pal- of Brownsville, Tenn., are today
returned home Friday from the High School who are working to- ter
•
of
t
of Dresden, Tennessee and announcing the engagemen
Baptist Hospital in Memphis in ward a Homemakers degree met mer
Ann
W.
Martha
J.
Mrs.
and
Miss
Mr.
the
late
of
daughter,
their
school.
the
at
17
July
.
a Hornbeak ambulance
of Fulton.
Hays. to the Reverend Max NorAttending were three members, Gibbs
Mn. Fields is a 1954 graduate of man Cannon. The Rev. Mr. CanThe Dan -Queen employees two visitors, and the adviser, Mrs.
Martin High School and attended non is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
were entertained with a lovely Edna Earle Skinner.
the University of Tennessee, Mar- Edwin Cannon of Fulton.
party at the Derby Cafe Thursday
The ceremony will take place
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Carver, Mr. tin Branch, for two years. He is
and
at the Brownsville Baptist Church
Thompson
L
D.
Mrs.
and
Hugh Earle has been here visit- two sons of Nocona, Texas will
on September 7.
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. arrive Thursday (today) for a
Miss Hays was graduated from
John Earle.
Haywood High School, of Brownsvisit with Mrs. Carver's brother,
and
ville, and attended Union UniverA large crowd is expected to at- L. H. Conner, Mrs. Conner
in Jackson. At Union she
sity
Black.
Jack
Mrs.
Mr.
and
at
tend the dance Saturday night
of Chi Omega Sororiwas
pledge
the Fulton Country Club. Music
A
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. McConnell
Miss Clara McMurry is an- ty.
will be by Charles Andrews' of Decatur, Ga., will honor her
The Rev. Mr. Cannon was gramarriage
her
for
plans
nouncing
Melody Men.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Reed,
duated from South Fulton High
.
house, July 27, at to Larry Henderson the daughter School and attended Union UMMiss Ruth Darnell of Dukedom with an open
is
McMurry
Miss
He is serving
home in the Chestnut Glade
Mrs. James McMurry vensiay in Jackson. near Savanis on a three-weeks' vacation in their
You can buy funeral services in priee ranges to fit your financial
y to celebrate their of Mr. and
of a church
pastor
as
the
is
Baltimore. Md., where she is communit
Henderson
Mr.
of Cayce.
Tenn.
golden wedding anniversary.
nah,
HenHarold
visiting her aunt.
Mrs.
son of Mr. and
circumstances in any funeral home in this area. Therefore, choose
All friends and relatives are
derson, Sr., of Detroit, Mich. Saturday Mrs. George Bowen cordially invited to call between
will
Cayce Methodist Church
your funeral director on any basis that you desire, with the assurance
was taken from Jones Hospital to the hours of 3 and 5 p. m.
the setting for the wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Reed request no be
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
on the evening of August 9, 1958
that the prices are reasonable. However, DO NOT BE MISLED into
Bob Harris on Collinwood in a gifts.
at six o'clock. Rev. Warren PafMrs. Beane. "Boots" Paschall
Hornbeak ambulance.
will
church,
the
of
pastor
hostess
ford,
was
Miss Lee Cantrell
thinking that any certain funeral home is cheaper in prices . . . beof South Fulton became the bride
Saturday Isaac Watts was to a dance Monday evening at officiate, and music will be pre- of Ray Adams of this city on
d,
Underwoo
E.
C.
Water
Mrs.
in
by
sented
the Fulton Country Club.
brought from his home
cause all funeral directors in this area use approximately the same
Friday morning, July 11, at 7:15
Music was furnished by a rock organist, and Miss Betty Lacy, at Hickman.
Valley to Fulton Hospital in a
'n roll band, composed of Hilly vocalist.
Hornbeak ambulance.
formula and policy in pricing funerals.
Their attendants were her
The bride will be given in brother and sister-in-law. Mr. and
Sensing, Bill Griffith, Jimmy
visiting
is
Jackson
her
As
Mrs. Jimmie
marriage by her father.
Clark and Charles Underwood.
Mrs. Harold Newton, of South
with her sister-in-law, Mrs. Sam
matron of honor she has chosen Fulton. Another brother, Bobby,
The funeral business is a SERVICE business which means that
Pentecost, in Detroit.
Members of the Boyd family her cousin, Mrs. Charles Ashe,
attended.
also
Newton,
enjoyed a family reunion at the the former Miss Pat Jones,
SERVICE is what any funeral home has to offer. Hence, you get the
Mrs. Adams is South Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Hitchcock Kentucky Lake State Park, near daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. A.
to
returned
have
City Clerk and Mr. Adams, a
children
and
13.
July
Sunday,
Paducah,
Jones.
greatest value for your money where the service is outstanding. The
native of Cayce, is manager of
their home in Louisville after a
Bridesmaids will include Mrs.
L. B Herring, Linotype operator Billy Curtsinger, the former Miss the Dixie Mobile Milling Co. of
visit here with her parents, Mr.
gams qualify of service goes with the lower priced funeral as well
and Mrs. Robert Graham. Mrs. at The News, will take his vaca- Brenda Harris, daughter of Mr. South Fulton.
couple arrived home WedThe
Hitchcock and the children were tion next week.
Mrs.
and
Harris;
C.
end Mrs. G.
wedding trip to
as the higher priced funeral.
here two weeks. Mr. Hitchcock arformer Miss nesday aft* a
Miss Ella Doyle is a patient in Howard Norton, the
They will reside
Fla.
Pensacola,
rived last Thursday.
Mr.
of
daughter
Baptist Hospital. where she is un- Wanda Burns,
in South Fulton.
and Mrs. Ernest Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Barber dergoing tests this week.
We are equipped in every detail to give you courteous, efficient,
of
cousin
Campbell,
Carla
two
Miss
a
from
PICTURED IN MAGAZINE
home
have returned
George Huddleston of Newark, the bride, will be the flower girl.
weeks' vacation in Chicago and
and outstanding service. If you are interested in comparing prices,
and Joe ForA picture of H. G. Mullins, a
Detroit, where they visited rela- N. J. is here visiting his father, Miss Margie Collier
appeared in the
the
Fultonian,
light
will
former
n.
Campbell
Huddlesto
rest
George
tives and friends.
we invite comparisons. BUT DO NOT CHOOSE YOUR FUNERAL
latest issue of the I. C. Magazine.
candles.
the
of
Edwards
er
Henry
Trainmast
and
William
now
is
Jackson
best
as
Mullins
Mn.
serve
Ray
will
Ashe
Mrs.
Charles
Mr. and
DIRECTOR ON THE BASIS OF CHEAPER PRICES. You may get
Com- man and ushers will be Charles at Champaign, Ill., and he is
son, Kent, of Fulton and Mrs. Henry Edwards Trucking
a
to
host
was
aClinton
suggestion
of
pany
a
returned
Cayce
coupresenting
shown
Harrison,
of
Jones and Bobby
Ruth Cloys
cheaper service but NOT cheaper prices for that service. It costs no
ward check to an employee.
Friday night from a vacation trip coon dinner at the Derby Cafe sins of the bride.
tely
Approxima
evening.
MounTuesday
The McMurry home will be
to Florida and the Smoky
more to have outstanding service.
TO HE HONORED
20 men attended.
the setting for a reception after
tains.
Lee Tinsley BurMary
be
Mrs.
will
Assisting
wedding.
the
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Carver and
Mrs. "Tar" Nelson and children
bride of the Rev.
Har- Mrs. Bill Eddleman, sister of the nette, recent
Surnette, will be
of Detroit are visiting here from children have returned from
Calvert
Cecil
and
McMurry
Charles
Mrs.
bride,
lan, Ky., where they have b4en
408 Eddings Street, Fulton, Ky.
Telephone 88
Detroit.
at a tea at Union
honor
of
law
guest
sisters-inMcMurry,
Carl
Mss.
visiting her mother and other reJuly
afternoon,
Friday
Church
bride.
the
of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Scruggs and latives. Mrs. Carver and the chilNo wedding invitations will be 25, from 2.30 to 4 p. m. All friends
children of Chicago are visiting dren were there for several
All friends and relatives of are invited to attend. No formal
sent.
with
Valley
Water
at
weeks.
here and
the couple are invited to attend. invitations will be sent
relatives.

Ken Turner At
UK Band Event

Engagement Of Linda Sue Palmer
And Joel Stow Fields Announced

Douglas Taylor
With Jackson Drug

Revival To Be
Held At Crutchfield

Hays-Cannon
Engagement Told
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Wedding Plans Are
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CITIZENS OF TOMORROW: top row (1 to r.) DEE ANNE
HOMRA, age 7 months, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Homra of
Fulton, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sans Holum of Steele, Mo.
and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hoinra of Fulton. VICKIE DIANE BARD,
age 1 year, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Bard of Fulton, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard of Fulton and Mr. and Mrs.
C. P. Bowles of Fulton. DANNY EDWARD BONDURANT, age 3
years, son of Mr. and Mrs. Marshal Bondurant of Fulton, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bondurant of Cayce.
Bottom row: (I to r) MARGARET LYNNE BROWN, age 22
inonths, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Brown of Fulton. granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Smith Brown of Fulton and Mr. and
Mrs. Carnell Stephens of Fulton. RANDY MANN. age 2 years,
eon of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Mann of Fulton, grandson of Dr. and
Mrs. Russell Rudd of Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Mann of
Fulton. EDDIE BARCLAY, age 7 months, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Barclay of Fulton, grandson of Mr. and Mn. J. B. Barclay
et Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. Edd Cardwell of Fulton.
HOMECOMING JULY II

Sub-District
Fellowship Meets
The Martin Sub-District Methodist Youth Fellowship met Monday night, July 21, at Freeman's
Chapel Methodist Church near
Martin. Despite the inclement
weather there were 90 present.
The meeting opened by group
singing after which a very good
program was presented by Linda
Wheeling of Martin and Freda
Sue King of Dresden. They were
assisted by a number of young
people from other churches. The
theme for the evening was "The
Christian Home and getting along
with others". The program was
well planned and presented in a
most interesting way, by talks,
skits and discussions.
During the business meeting
which followed the program,
president Carol McNeilly, presided. Roll call was answered by
eight MYFs, with one new MYF
New Valley. Gleason MYF had
the largest number present.
The next meeting will be August 18 at Olivet Methodist
Church with Jimmy Jackson of
Martin in charge of the program,
which will be on Christian Fellowship.

Homecoming will be held Sun;
day, July 29, at the Crutchfield
Baptist Church. The Rev. Joe Wilson of Union City, former pastor,
will bring the afternoon message.
Dinner will be spread at noon.
Everyone is cordially invited to
attend.

NOTEBOOK—
Continued from Page One
parture for Annapolis he said to
his mother: "Don't make any
plans for Jacksonville, because I
don't know whether we're going
to Jacksonville or Pensacola."
Plans off!
In the meantime we talk with
Mary Swann Bushart about taking the trek since she has a cousin
in Jacksonville, but says Mary
Nene to Mary Swann . . . don't
make any plans until we find out
where Don is going. Mary Swann
holds up on her plans. Meanwhile
Doc Wright and Paul say: "You
know he's going to Jacksonville,
so just make plans to go there."
Male advice I took it. Called Chicago for a duebill on a Jacksonville hotel and they sent a duebW
that was good at 125 places in
America. Boy plans were really

made.

OV121 BEADY

And so I also make a few plans
about my duties at the station and
most of all the household. So let's
see if I can get this mess in chronological order.
Friday . . The maid calls and
says her daughter is to be married
in Chicago on Sunday . . . would
I please let her off . . . she'd be
back on Monday on her Scout's
honor. I let her go . .. made plans
to leave about Wednesday.
Saturday . . . sort of worked around the house, got groceries in,
went to buy a thing or two for
the trip.
Sunday . . . Don leaves says
he'll call as soon as he finds out
where he's going.
Monday . . . Call Chicago for
duebill in Jacksonville and 125
other places on same duebill.
Monday afternoon . . . I sweat
out call from Don. Talk to Mary
Swann . . . she's waiting to call
Mary Francis in Jacksonville to
see if we're going there.
Monday night . . . collect call
from Gary, Ind.... maid's daughter put off the ,wedding, can't
come home til Thursday.
Later Monday night . . . Don
calls . . . he's going to Pensacola.
Of all 125 places on duebill ... no
Pensacola. Mary Swann notified.
Tuesday morning . . . no maid,
washing machine broke down,
kids wearing clothes that Health
Department condemns. Paul insists that I make plans to go to
Clearwater . . . he'll manage . . .
sure, no washing machine, no
maid, no nothing.
Tuesday noon: Try to find
another faithful former maid for
short term employment. Said
she'd call on Wednesday.
Tuesday night: Decided to call
my folks in Clarksdale. I know
they'd LOVE to have the kids for
a few days. Report from home:
Mamma sick, papa sick, sister in
hospital, another sister just moved into small apartment waiting
for new home, another infanticipaling. Hold up on plans until
Wednesday morning.
Wednesday morning .. . Awake
at five A. M. Call John Joe Campbell shortly thereafter. Could he
please keep buzzards away from
our house and do four days
laundry . . . in one day . . . sure
says he . .. its a speciality. Went
by National Stores and Frank
Wiggins was hard at it . . . (before seven) .
bought garments
to last kids until clothes came out
of laundry.
Wednesday at nine . . . Old
faithful maid calls . . . says she
can't work for short term.
Clothes all clean . . . no maid
. . . no destination . . . but one
thing is durned sure .....m more
caught up on my office work than
I've been in five years.
Tell you what. I'm making
plans . . . aw, the heck with it.
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Mrs. Daisy Champion, Fulton, was instantaneous.
Route 4; and four grandchildren;
He leaves his wife; a son, Boband several nieces and nephews. by Ray Cornwell; and two grander The Rev L A Smithmier
ons, David Paul and Douglas Ray.
and the Rev. David Oldhonaer
Burial
was
in
Rock
officiated.
Springs Cemetery north of FulFuneral services for One F.
ton, with Doug Murphy Funeral Crittendon, 69, were held at 2 p.
Van B. O'Neill, 89, former
Home of Martin in charge.
in. Monday, July 21, at Enon Bap- Crutchfield farmer and Fulton
Mr Perry died Sunday noon at tist Church with the Rev. Hous- County road supervisor, died Sunhis home in New Salem commun- ton Suthard and the Rev. Mil- day, July 6, at Hopkinsville.
ity near Martin following a long lard Davis officiating. Burial was
Funeral ond burial services
illness. He was 70.
in Joyners Chapel Cemetery.
were held at Chattanooga, Term.
Mr. Crittenden died Saturday
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Lillie
Mr. O'Neill is survived by one
Perry of New Salem; three sons, at his home, Wingo Rt. 2.
daughter, Mrs. Roy T. Smith;
Jim P. Perry and Buford Perry
He is survived by a son, M. B. three sons, Van B. Gene and Edof New Salem, and Robert Perry Crithendon, Wingo; five daugh- ward O'Neill, all of Fulton
of Union City; five daughters, ters, Miss Lillie May Crittendon, County.
Mrs. Bertha Clemmons of Troy, Mrs. Ruthford Bivins, Mrs. Ernest
Mrs. Mary Belle Griffith of Clara- Copeland and Mrs. Johnny Irvin,
mount, Calif., Mrs. Yvonne Pages all of Graves County, and Mrs.
Graveside services were held
of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. tone Jirntny Midyett, Paducah; two
Thompson of Union City arid Mrs. sisters, Mrs. Myrtle Osborn and Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at the
Eura Mae Cavin.s of Chicago; 20 Mrs. Minnie Spann, both of Johnson Grove Cemetery for the
grandchildren and four great- Graves County; 20 grandchildren pre-mature son of Mr and Mrs.
Treman Hill. Hornbeak Funeral
and six great grandchildren.
grandchildren,
Home was in charge of arrangements.

ended at noon Friday.
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DEATHS
And take heed to yourselves,
lest at any time your hearts be
overcharged with surfeiting, and
drunkenness, and cares of this
Life,, and so that day come upon
you unawares.
St. Luke 21:34

Mrs. Agnes Neely
Mrs. Missouri Agnes Neely, 91,
life-long resident of Weakley
County, and widow of William B.
Neely, died Tuesday, July 8,
6 p. m. after a long illness at the
home of her sort, Jim Neely, in
the Chestnut Glade community.
She was born May 26, 1867 in
Weakley county, the daughter o'
Andrew and Sara Johnson Yate;.
Her husband preceded her in
death in 1929. .
Funeral services were held at
Mt. Moriah Thursday at 2 p. m.
with the Rev. 0. A. Gardner of
Sharon -officiating. Burial was in
the thurch cemetery with Jackson Brothers of Dukedom In
charge of arrangements.
She leaves three sons, Jim
Neely, Martin, -Route 3, with
whom she made her home, Thurmond Neely, Route 3, Martin and
Love Neely of Mayfield; three
daughters, Mrs. Oscar Cummings,
Dukedom, Route 1, Mrs. Loney
Mrs.
Anderson, Detroit, and
Burtis Hall of Farmington; 14
grandchildrea, 15 great grandchildren; a sister, Mrs. Kim K. Johnson of Dukedom, Route 1; two
brothers, Mc ;roe Yates, Dukedom, Jerorr Yates. Paducah.
She was a member of Bethl
hero Methodist Church of Pilot
Oak.

0. F. Crittenden

Robert R. Nut

Rdhert Roscoe Hunt, 73, retired Martin druggist, died early
Monday morning.
Services will be held at the
First Baptist Church in Martin
probably Thursday today. The
Rev. Charles Wingo, pannr, will
officiate. Burial, under -direction
of W. W. Jones and Son Funeral
Home of Martin, will be in Eastside Cemetery.
Mr. Hunt had been in the drug
business for fifty years, when he
retired a few years ago. Re started in the drug business in Memphis, then later went into business at Martin with his brotherin-law, W. E. Mayhew.
He was a member and a deacon
of the First Baptist Church in
Martin.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Fannie
Belle Mayhew Hunt; a son, Roscoe Hunt, Jr. of Sacramento,
Calif.; a daughter, Mrs. Roy
Baker of Knoxville: a brother.
J. V Hunt of Scottsville, Ky.:
Services were held last Wed. two sisters. Mrs. J. F. White of
ifternoon at Old Salem Method- Williamsburg, Ky., and Mrs. P. J.
ist Church for Milt Perry, farm- Patrick of Henning Vista, Calif.:
and four grandchildren.
Pallbearers will be deacons of
Complete Line
the First Baptist Church.

• Clint Cornwell of Detroit died
suddenly Saturday, July 5. The
body was returned to Fulton
Tuesday afternoon at 2:50.
Services will be held Thursday
morning at 10:30, at the Hornbeak
Funeral Home. Burial will be in
Mt. Moriah Cemetery.
Mr. Cornell, 58, former resident
of Moscow, suffered a heart attack
while driving his car and death

Van. B. O'Neill

ta
LAND ON CORN ISLAND
General George Rogers Clarks
and a small band of pioneers
landed lon Corn Island in 1772.
There, surrounded by savage Indians, they found food scarce and
existence precarious. Christmas
Day, they moved into a fort they
had built on what is now the foot
of 12th Street, Louisville.

Mrs. Mae Wall spent a few days
last week in Memphis, Tenn. with
Mrs. Lilliam Newton.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Simpson
and twin daughters. Pamelia and
Tamara, of Flint, Mich. are spending their vacation with Mr. and
Mrs. A. Simpson and family.
Mrs. Ruth Cloy's has returned
after a three weeks vacation with
her son and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Allie B. Cloys in Perry, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pruett have
returned to their home in St.
Louis, Mo. after spending a two
weeks vacation with Mrs. Ella
Holly and Mr. Sam Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns are
visiting their children and families in St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Purcell
and children have returned to
their home in Louisville, Ky. after
a two weeks vacation with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Turner
Purcell. Larry remained to spend
the summer with his grandparents.
Mrs. Sue Arnmons spent the
weekend in Nashville, Tenn. with
her former roommate Miss Lucy
Brirnm.
Miss Nancy Tyson of Jessup,
Ga. spent the weekend with her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Over-

Attending the meeting was Bob
Scott, Fulgham, state PTA president.
Officers of the Kentucky Association held an executive committee meeting at Lexington Thursday afternoon and Friday morning.
The officers discussed plans for
district dairy shows, the Kentucky State Fair and the national
PTA convention. The meeting
by.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rudd of
Chicago, Ill, spent last Tuesday
with Mr. and Mrs. Turner Purcell.
Mrs. DAisie Bondurant and
Clarice were Sunday dinner
guests of Mrs. Lou Bondurant and
Canlele.

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

IT'S HERE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
Fulton

408 Lake St.

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'n
A. C. Fields, Sec-Treas
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee
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CITY DRUG CO,
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Services for Don H. Wiley of
near Dukedom were held Tuesday afternoon at 2, at the Knob
Creek Church of Christ. Bro. Bob
Marine of Evansville officiated.
Burial, under direction of Jackson Brothers Funeral Home, was
in Pinegar Cemetery. He was 63.
Mr. Wiley, a farmer and veteran of World War I. died at Kennedy General Hospital in Memphis at 7 p. in. Saturday. after
a two months illness He was
born July 20, 1894 in GraviMi
County, son of Allen Harper and
Polly Ann Taylor Wiley.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Effie
Wiley; three brothers, Jack. Ted
and Pon Wiley. all of near Dukedom; and a sister, Mrs. Ludie
Murphy of near Dukedom.

Mrs. Lacy Brown Wade
Stop in anytime...
meet your friends bee
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to see
and try the latest model CONN instrument
of your choice. No obligation. Ask about
our easy purchase plan
with 1.ENTAL privilege.

UNION CITY, TENN.

Mrs. Lucy brown Wade, prominent resident of the Crutchfield community and wife of
Fred P. Wade. died at 9:45 p. in.
Sunday at Hillview hospital, following a stroke.
A native of Fulton county, she
was born October 25, 1890 the
daughter of M. D. and Lou Wilkins Brown.
She was a member of the Harmony Methodist Church, where
services were held Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 with Rev. F. L.
Clement. the pastor, officiating,
assisted by Rev. J. F. McMinn.
Burial by Whitnel Funeral Home
was in the church cemetery.
She leaves her husband, Fred
P. Wade; a daughter, Mrs. Clayton Kyle of Crutchfield; a son,
Paul Wade of Fulton; a sister,

Why let the cockleburs
and morning glories get
IN YOUR CORN?
Forty to fifty cents an acre will keep
them out. Get our
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WE HAVE GONE WILD

WEEK -- END SPECIALS

DONT MISS THIS

BEST GAS
IN TOWN

PIPELINE OIL
2 GALLON CAN

9
670 x 15
(plus tax and
recappable tire)
Fully guaranteed by Gillette's famous
chopping-ax guarantee

28
GALLON

WEEK-END SPECIAL
LIESEIM MOTOR OILS AT COST!
• PHILLIPS 66
• R. P. M.
• KENDALL
• CONOCO

MARINE OIL

LATE IRISH POTATO SEED
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TWO-CASE LIMIT PER CUSTOMER

for profitable control of pests in your
valuable crops. NOW!
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Hearing Aid Batteries
f or all makes of hearing aids!
Visit our Hearing Aid Department at your first opportunity.
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STATION N O. 1
Lake St. and State Line
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

PHONE 9186

Gillette Tire Special Also Good at
SUPER-DUPER PIPELINE
Bill Hollands Service Station
Highlands 51 By-Pass
US 45 NORTH AT
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

PHONE 9148
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FBI Nabs 'Lucky' Jenkins,
Fake War Correspondent
Martin—Remember "L u c k y"
Jenkins, the war correspondent
who was in our midst during the
Spring of 1957?
Edward Cyrus "Lucky" Jenkins, 35, was arrested in Michigan July 10. He was taken into
custody at Christiana Lodge, Edwardsburg, Mich., by a special
agent of the FBI and Detective
Spencer Pickles of the Michigan
State Police.
Jenkins is charged with issuing
a fradulent check in the amount
of $2,734 here. The check was
issued in May, 1957 and was
drawn on a New York bank and
presented at a local bank. He
drew a few hundred dollars in
cash and left the balance for "deDetails of the arrest and career
of Jenkins were given the Press
by J.'M. Lopez, special agent in
charge, FBI offices, Memphis.
Jenkins appeared in Martin in
March, 1957. He secured a room
at the Frank Smith home, passing
himself off as a newspaper correspondent justIreturned from Hungary and that as a result of witnessing the bloody Hungarian revolt he suffered a nervous breakdown.
The glib-tongued Jenkins stated
that his newspaper had given him
a leave to recuperate and that he
had chosen Martin following considerable research. He gave as
his resons the fact that it is sr
college town and offered good library facilities for the research as
he was doing on a proposed book.
He carried out this prentense by
visiting the UTMB library on several occasions.
Jenkins was so successful in his
representations that he gained the
confidence of all who met him.
He even addressed several civic
and church groups here on his

First Hickman
County Still In
Memory Is Seized

AT

The first Hickman County
moonshine whiskey still in the
memory of federal authorities
was seized at Clinton Saturday
afternoon by Sheriff Curtiss
Vaughn and State Trooper Lawrence Grisham.
Its alleged Negro operator,
Harrison Blalock and his wife,
Alice. were both jailed at Clinton to await action of federal officials.
The still, of the "bathtub gin"
variety, was in the kitchen of Blalock's-tenant farmer home about
a mile south of Clinton on a county road off Highway 51. Blalock's
wife came home carrying sugar
while the officers were in the
process of arresting him.
In the kitchen were two 10gallon milk cans with a coil of
copper tubing running into one
oi them from a washtub on a
table by the stove. Also siezed
were a six-gallon lard can, a sixgallon stone jar, a jar of malt,
yeast and sugar and nine fivepound bags of government commodity corn meal.
Sheriff Vaughn said he has
suspected the place evirs since
t Sun-,
he became sheriff. Early
day, Vaughn said, Blalock shot
and slightly wounded tnother
Negro man. Dan Fuller, with a
shotgun during a gambling game
at Blalock's house.
A court of inquiry after the
shooting led to Saturday's raid,
Vaughn said. Blalock was fined
$50 in the court of County Judge
G. H. Padgett upon conviction of
flourishing a deadly weapon.
Blalock moved to Clinton three
years ago from Bolivar, Tenn.,
officials reported.

"experiences" as a foreign correspondent and his "Interpretation"
of the Hungarian revolt.
As a matter of fact, during the
weeks of the Hungarian revolt,
the FBI reports that Jenkins was
employed in Columbus, Ohio, and
Los Angeles.
Jenkins served in the United
States Army during World War
II. He received a general court
martial for being AWOL and after
serving part of a two-year sentence, was dishonorary discharged. He also served a prison term
in California for the issuance of
insufficient fund checks.
Soon after "depositing" the
check, Jenkins left town. He reportedly carried with him a set
of borrowed golf clubs and gave
several checks in small amounts.
While hrre the confidence man
purchased a new convertible,
trading in an old model Plymouth.
When the check came back
marked "signature unknown," the
FBI was calred in and they went
to work on the case immediately.

Police Foil
Burglary At
Buick Office
The Bob White Motor Company
on East Fourth Street was broken
Into early Tuesday morning and it
is believed that an attempt was
made to sieal an automobile.
The Fulton police happened by
at the time and noticing the front
side door open called Barney
Speight, manager of the business.
Mr. Speight believes that the
burglar entered through a back
window, which had been covered with a cardboard after the
pane was broken out. the cardboard had been torn away. Also,
the large door between the back
garage and a storage room was
open inside the building.
After the search, the front side
door of the building was locked
by Mr. Speight, then at 4 a. m.,
the police were passing by again
and noticed smoke inside the
parts department.
Again, Mr. Speight was called,
and after a second search, a box
of burning bags was discovered
inside a closet.
It is believed that the burglar
hid in the closet while the building was being searched at 3 a. in.,
and when he made his escape
later he threw a lighted cigarette
into the box of rags.
Sunday night the Mann's poolroom, which is located across the
street, was entered and all the
machines, pinball, etc., were
broken into.

Haley Receives
I. C. Gold Pass
Alex Haley, I. C. brakeman,
of Fulton, has received his gold
pass.
Alex was born near Cherokee,
Ala., and grew up in the vicinity of that community named for
the large Indian tribe that formerly lived in that region.
Alex entered Illinois Central
service as a section laborer and
later joined a bridge gang. In 1911
he moved to Fulton, where he
signed on as a brakeman,• and he
has been riding trains ever since.
Mrs. Haley is now deceased, but
Alex has a son and a daughter,
both married and both living in
Fulton, and he likes to visit with
his three grandchildren.

Area Navy Men Are
In Bierut, Labanon

Negro Arrested
After Attempted
Breakin Here
A Negro man by the name of
Allen, who lives on Third Street,
Fulton, was arrested last Wednesday night at 10:30 while attempting to break into the News Stand
on Church Street.
The attempted break in was
noticed by Policemen A. E. Campbell, Horace Stephens and Mayor
Nelson Tripp, while they were
cruising around town in the
police car.
According to Campbell, Allen
was trying to push open the back
door to the News Stand. Allen
had been drinking, according to
the policemen.

Boy Scout Bus
Is Ready To Go

1285-R

Week Left To
Purchase New
Driver Licenses

She is now employed at P. T.
Jones and Son.
Mr. F1ix attended Union City
High School and is employed at
C. L. Jackson Motor Company
there.
The wedding will be solemnizAutomobile drivers whose last
ed at the First ildethocJist Churca names begin with the letters A
in Clinton on July 19, 1958.
through K have only a week to
renew their drivers licenses or
get new ones.
The deadline for obtaining the
licenses is July 31.
Under the new laws, each
driver must appear in person at
Their attendants were her sis- ttie circuit court clerk's office in
ter, Miss Virginia Dodge, and T. the courthouse or at the city
A. Dowdy of Clinton. The couple clerk's office in Fulton to obtain
left immediately on a wedding his license. A wife can not buy a
trip to Florida, after which they license for her husband, or vise
will be at home at their apart- versa. Each person must get his
ment in Clinton. Mr. McClanahan own license.
is assistant manager of production
The clerk will issue a temporary
at the Clinton garment factory. lirOnA
,and the real two-year license will be mailed to the driver
ciations of Architect Robert Y. from Frankfort. The state is
Fleming for the construction of checking each license for driving
the new Ferry-Morse building demerits and suspensions.
here.
Fee for the license is $2.50.

Miss June Dodge becomes bride of
Nicky McClanahan on Saturday, July 12
Miss June Dodge, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Dodge of
Clinton, and Nicky McClanahan,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John McClanahan of Crutchfield, were
married Saturday afternoon, July
12, at 5 o'clock at the Methodist
parsonage at Crutchfield, with
the Rev. F. L. Clement officiating
at the doublekring ceremony.

DOCTORS ATTEND MEET
About 200 doctors from three
states attended the fifth annual
Kenlake Seminar at the Kentucky Academy of General Practice
at Kenlake Hotel recently. During the afternoon the doctorts
heard four papers, given by nationally noted medical authorities.
Thursday night's activities includ-.
ed a social hour and buffet dinner for the doctors and their families.
JAYCEES HAVE MEETING
At the regular meeting of the
local Jaycees Thursday night
plans were made for the group to
sponsor an ice cream supper. Date
for the supper will be announced
later.
IN GOLF TOURNEY
Bud White and Donnie McKnight of Fulton participated in
a golf tournament at Memphis
last week.
TRASH FIRE SATURDAY
The Fulton Fire Department
was called out at 12:05 a. m., Saturday to put out a trash fire in
back of the Earle Hotel.

Bennett-Sims
engagement told
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Bennett,
Fulton, Route Three, announce
the engagement of their daughter,
Bonnie Bennett, to Larry D. Sims
of Cuba, Ky.
Miss Bennett, a graduate of
Cuba High School in the class •.,f
1957, is a graduate of ROMY's
Beauty School, Union City, Te
nessee and is presently employ d
at Mozelle's Beauty Shop, Fultoo.
Mr. Sims, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Sims, Route One, Mayfield,
is a graduate of Cuba High
School, class of 1955, a graduate
of Freed-Hardeman College at
Henderson. Tenn., and is now a
senior at Murray State College.
He is majoring in biology.
A summer wedding is planned.

$24,375 In Bonds
In Fulton County
During June the sale of Series
E and H Savings Bonds in Fulton County amounted to $24,375.
This raised the cumulative figure
for the first six months to $179,988. The county's goal is $319,850.
In Kentucky sales for June
totalled $5,093,136 raising the
cumulative figure to $32,924.156
against the annual goal of $58,700,000.
Congratulations to the following three counties and their chairman achieving their goals with
this report: Bath, Daniel W. Doggett; Letcher, Herman Hale;; and
Trimble, Paul G. Austin and Miss
Louise B. Logan.

Boys State Group
On Lions Program

Notice of Annual Meeting

Ilion

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Crocker
of Clinton, Kentucky announce
the engagement of their daughter,
Patsy Ann, to Charles David Box
of Union City, Tennessee. He is
the son of Mrs. Bruce Johnson
and Mr Dave Box of Union City.
Miss Ciocker was graduated
from Fulton High School in 1954.

The Fulton News, Thursday, July 24, 1958, Page/

Ask The Merchant Who Uses Station WrilL -- HE'LL SAY

Lt. Col. Paul Durbin of Fort
Among the Navy men from this
the
area who arrived off Beirut, Campbell was speaker at
luncheon-meeting FriLebanon, at 11 a. m., July 17, are: Lions Club
George P. Walker, machinist mate day at the Rose Room of Smith's
showed a film on
first class, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cafe. He also
Dave L. Walker of Columbus, Boys State.
Also, speaking briefly were the
aboard the destroyer escort USS
Robert L Wilson; and Jackie E. Rev. Oakley Woodside, who servThurston, fireman apprentice, son ed as counselor„ and three of the
of Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Thurston four boys attending Boys State
of Route 4, Mayfield, aboard the this year. Foad Homra had charge
The annual pastors' school for heavy cruiser USS Des Moines. of the program.
ministers of the Methodist Memphis Conference will be held
Augst 25-311 at Lakeshore Methodist Camp. Eva, Tenn
The school is sponsored by the
Memphis Conference board of
education, the conference board
of ministerial training and qualifications, and the department of
in-service training of the Methodist general board of education,
Nashville.
The conference includes Methodist churches in West Tennessee
eight Western Kentucky
and
Counties.
The local annual meeting of members of Southern
States Fulton Cooperative, Inc. will be held at South
Fulton Gymnasium on the Ilth day of August at 7:45
P. M. CST for the election of members of the Board
of Directors; a delegate and alternate to the Election
Several telephones in the area
District Meeting; members of the Farm Dome Adviwere out of order Monday night,
Committee and the traneactlon of such other
sory
SouthWiley,
Harold
according to
business as shall properly come before the meeting.
, ern Bell manager. About 35
phones were out of order for several hours, due to a wet cable on
Terry Road. These were quickly
GENE H.BROWN
put back into working order.
About 10 other phones were out
Assistant Secretary
• of order Tuesday morning due to
lightning and other things.

Several Telephones
Out Of Order Tuesday

Engagement of Patsy Ann Crocker
and Charles David Box announced

ACCEPT PLANS FRIDAY
The Boy Scout bus is now all
The Fulton City Council met in
ready to go!
called session Friday afternoon at
A short time ago, Troop 43, 2 to accept the plans and specifiheaded by Billy Johnson, Scout
master, and Thomas Extrm, assistant Scoutmaster, purchased the
old Kitty League bus.
Now with much work, the bus
has been reworked inside and out
and looks like new.
Otis Sisson gave the bus a free
paint job—in black and red colors,
with the paint being donated by
several firms. The upholstry work
was donated by Mrs. Hal Cooley.
Helping out with the other
work, which was done in the
evenings, were the Scouts, Mr.
Johnson, Mr. Exum, John Covington, and others.
The bus will be used by the
Boy Scouts, the Girl Scouts and
the Cubs to go on camping trips.

Pastors' School
To Be Aug. 25-28

at
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Reaching A Market Of 1,000,000 Population
In give Stales
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around town with

Oujda Jewell

Young Miller Is
Injured In Fall
Monday Evening

Gertrude Hundley
sues for $50,000
A former Fulton telephone
operator for the Illinois Central
Railroad has sued the railroad for
$50,000
Gertrude Hundley asked that
amount against her former employer for what she claims was
an illegal discharge by the railroad on June 24, 1950.
According to her complaint,
filed in McCracken Circuit Court,
the railroad -abolished her position, at Fulton, on that date.
The manner in which the position was abolished and she was
discharged, she said, violates the
railroad and the Brotherhood of
Railway and Steamship Clerks.
She said she was earning about
$500 a month at the time of her
discharge and had seniority rights
from having worked for the company since September 23, 1924.

Mrs. Carey Friolds •
5 year old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Guaron Woodruff is
here visiting her grandparents,
having flown into Paducah Barkley Field several days ago, from
her home in Detroit, of which
the visit are hailed with delight
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
Bowlin and Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Woodruff.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Mathis and
children of Akron. Ohio arrived
Saturday on vacation here with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. A.
Mathis and other relatives around
this vicinity.
Rev. Arthur Wilkerson filled
his regular alopointment at New
Salem Baptist Church the past
Sunday at 11 a. m. and the evening services held at the usual
hour.
Over at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Buton Lassiter last Sunday
a birthday celebration was held,
honoring their little niece, Elizabeth Olive Mathis, who was 6
years old. A hugh birthday cake
adorned with six candles was the
center arrangement on the table.
Snapshots were taken while the
group was seated. A jolly time
was enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Charlie Vincent has returned home from Hillview Hospital after several days treatment
and observation. She had three
blood transfusions and is now tin-,
proving altho remains a bed. A
quick recovery is hoped by many
friends over this section.
Don H. Willy 63, passed away
at Kennedy Veterans Hospital
Saturday night after several
weeks illness.
The deceased was a farmer near
here, and is survived by his companion Effie Taylor Willy.
Funeral services will be held at
Knob Creek Church of Christ
with burial in Pinegar Cemetery.
Jackson Bro. Funeral Home of
Dukedom have charge of arrangements. Profound sympathy is extended all bereaved ones. Military
serviices will be held for the passing service man.

REA Meeting To Be
Held Thursday

Children Were
Guests Last Tuesday

FOUR

the new

IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Browning
of Louisville are the proud parents of a seven pound son, born
at 4:35 p. m., July 14, 1958 at the
Baptist Hospital in Louisville.
Mr. Browning is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. T. Browning of Fulton.

IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ainley,
ITS A BOY
Dukedom, are the proud parents
Mr-and Mrs. Billy Mott Jones,
of a seven pound, 14 ounce daughMemphis, are the proud parents
ter born at 9:13 a. m. July 7,
of an eight pound, 10 ounce son
1958 at the Fulton hospital.
born at 5 p. m., July 11, 1968 at
ITS A GIRL!
the Baptist hospital in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Roberts, Mrs. Jones is the former Nancy
Route 1, Dukedom, are the proud Stovall of this city and Mr. Jones
parents of a six pound, seven is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
ounce daughter born at 9:20 a. m., Jones of Fulton.
July 5, 1958 at the Hillview hosIT'S A BOY
pital.
Mr. and Mrs. Rosco Hutchens,
A BOY
Cayce, are the proud parents of
S/Sgt. and Mrs. Mark W. Camp- an eight pound, six ounce son,
bell, Brieze Norton, England, are born at 12:30 p. m. July 13, 1958
the proud parents of an eight at Jones hospital.
pound, nine ounce son, Kevin
Charles, born at 10:10 a. m., June 1T11 A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray of
26, 1958.
Fulton are the proud parents of
Sgt. Campbell is the son of a seven pound, four ounce daughMrs. Pearl Campbell of Fulton. ter, Winfrey Ann, born at 1:08 p.
m. July 16, 1958 at the Fulton
ITS A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kelly of hospital.
Fulton are the proud parents of IT'S A GIRL
a 10 pound son born at 10.18 a. m.
Dr. and Mrs. Richard G. Onkel/
July 2, at the Hillview Hospital. of Washington, D. C. are the
The baby was named David Ed- proud parents of a daughter, Anne
ward.
Lisa, born Friday, June 27, 1958
ITS A BOY!
at 8:30 p. m. Mrs. Onkey is the
Mr. and Mrs. David Spraggs, former Carla Ann Clark of FulClinton. are the proud parents ton.
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Lisa,

Larry Max Miller, young son
of Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Miller of
Interesting visitors in Fulton in the whole state, wanted me River Rouge, Stith., was injured
and Water Valley last week Were to write the words to a song a- when he fell ore* window fan at
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Kingston ol bout her. Believe me, I tried, the home of his grandmother, Mrs.
Albuquerque, N. M. They return- but so help me, Fm just not • Jewel McClain, here Monday
ed to their home Friday morn- song writer, so I had to give up evening.
ing after spending two weeks with on that attempt. Sorry, maybe
Larry Max and his sister, L.inda
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude I'll write a book about her some Kay, were caught out in the rainMcAlister of Water Valley. Mr. day.
storm and ran into the house.
Kingston formerly owned and
The boy slipped on a rug and
While Martha Cole was here fell on the fan, which was sitting
operated the Kingston Store east
of Fulton on the Dukedom High- visiting she was telling us of on the floor.
way. Before him, his father, the them attending their first KenSeven stitches were required to
late Jim Kingston, operated the tucky Derby back in the spring. sew up a cut in his left side. He
One
of
Wayne's
good
banana
store for XI years. W. J. and his
was taken to Fulton Hospital folwife have been living in Albu- customers in L,ouisville invited lowing the accident, although he
them
to
come
down
from
Indianaquerque for the past 20 years. He
was not admitted.
Is employed there with his bro- polis and be his guest at the Derther, Dave, who owns a meat bus- by. Martha showed me a very
Under terms of the working
iness. The charming couple were chic red out/it she bought for the
agreement with the union, her
by The News office and sub- occasion. She said when Wayne
complaint said, she had a right
scribed to the paper, so that they saw it he exclaimed, "You mean
Hugh E. Delaney, Corinth, is to work for the railroad as long
could keep posted on the hap- you're going to wear that loud
penings back here. We enjoyed thing?" "I most surely am? This 1958 Rural Minister of the Year as she was able to do so unless
very much meeting Mr. and Mrs. Is my first Derby and I want from Kentucky. He is one of 14 in she gave the company reason to
Kingston and hope that they will everyone to know I'm there?" the South named in the August discharge her.
Since that time, she charged,
return to see us when they are in Martha replied. She said they issue of The Progressive Famer.
had a wonderful time and had
this area again.
He is pastor of the New Colum- the company was created new
jobs without bulletining them
About this time each year, I very choice box seats on the front bus Methodist Church. He Is also
and without alowing her to bid
always feel tired, rundown and row at the finish line Knowing director of the Methodist Fourfor them and has failed to allow
bored. All I can think about is Martha, I know she had a whale County Larger Parish of 13 rural
her to transfer, which she said
churches.
my vacation coming up. And this of a time.
were violations of the rules of
that
This
is
the
tenth
year
my
forward
to
am
looking
year I
We understand that no change
the Interstate Communication
Georgia,
and
Emory
University,
of
annual jaunt with more excite- of ownership was made of the
Commission.
ment than usual, for we plan Earle Hotel here last Tuesday The Progressive Farmer will
to visit in Las Vegas, Nevada afternoon, when the hotel was to honor outstanding rural ministers.
and Hollywood, Calif., two piaoes have been sold at auction, by an Awards will be presented to ministers at Emory on July 16.
I have awaya wanted to, see. When out-of-town
auctioneering comIn 1965 Mr. Delaney helped proPaul returns from camp in Mary- pany. We are told that the hIsa
land. I can take off, so if plans bidder was a Chicago man, bid- mote the building of a modern
The REA is having its annual
work out. Mother. Daddy, Rome ing only $10,000 Fulton's only parsonage on his charge. Improvements have been made in the meeting and farm show ThursSatterfield and I will be leavhig
hotel, which is located in the church largely with funds from day afternoon (today) at Hickhere on the morning of August heart of
town, belongs to the the Lord's Acre program which man. Trained seals, dancers, sing90.
Milner Hotel chain and has been he introduced there.
ers, comedians and jugglers will
After reading an article about
leased to Claude Turner for the
be featured at the July 24 event.
all the elegible bachelors in Nev- past several months. For many
Mr. Delaney helped get modern
Manager Harold Everett anada, Roma and I are looking years the
a road pavtelephone
service
and
hotel was known as the
nounced that it would be an afour
visit
to
very
much
forward
community last
USONA and was owned by P. C. ed in the church
ternoon affair this year and the
programs of
In that state.
Ford. We are told that when Mr. fall. He supports the
highlight will again be the selecthe Soil Conservation Service, the
Heard from my good friend, Ford sold it, he got $75,000
tion of Miss REA in the annual
Agricultural Extension Service,
Rex Lampman, recently, and while
beauty contest.
Do you have trouble telling Bill and schools.
In Hollywood we will prebsbly
the
belaney
teaches
in
Mrs.
so,
and
Tom
Bradley
apart?
'If
look him up. Rex, who has visited here several times, has retir- don't feel badly, for Bill's son, county high school.
ed from his newspaper work and Glenn Ray. who works at WFUL,
has returned ;:o Hollywood to sometimes gets confused himself.
live. He is quite an interesting I cannot tell one from the other,
person, having worked for Holly- and years ago when I was selling
wood, Los Angeles, Chicago, Wash- advertisements, I would go into
ington and other leading news- Kansow's and see Bill, then a
Last Tuesday was "Father-andpapers over the country. At one short time later I would go into child day" at the Fulton Rotary
time he was editor of "Variety." Fry's Shoe Store, where Tom is Club, with members bringing
Be has also worked for the Trea- manager, and think I was see- along one or more of their chilsury Department, has written ing the same person. I would dren for luncheon and a program
books and songs and contributed say to myself, "My, that man of entertainment that followed.
The program, arranged by Harto the slick magazines over the changes jobs more often than I
years.
do" Then, I finally learned that vey Caldwell, included two piano
I remember one time I was I wasn't seeing the same man, but solos by Byron Blagg, Nashville,
typing up one of his stories for twins. Paul said he had the same who is visiting relatives in Fulthe "New Yorker." and. I thought hard time trying to figure it all ton, two vocal numbers by Miss
Nancy Trees, accompanied by
to myself, "Why I could write out
Mrs L. C Logan, and two numa story ea good as this." so I
I had a cut of Tom in the bers by young Freddy Fulcher,
gave it a try. Believe you me,
eTiting fiction isn't near as easy office and we had a discussion rock-and-rell singer who accomas it seems Try it some time, Thursday trying to figttre out panies hunklf on a guitar almost
which it was, then Glenn Ray as large as he is.
and find out.
came in. Be finally decided it was
This week, Al Owens had
When you are in the newspaper his uncle, instead of his father, charge of the program on "Combusiness, you are asked to do all by the way Tom tied his tie and munity Service".
kinds of things. I usually always "a little difference in their smile."
At a board of directors meettry to oblige Recently, an admirGlen Ray went on to tell us ing, called by President Rodney
er of my boss lady. Jo, who thinks of some of the instances when he Miller, it was voted that the Roshe is the best newspaperwornan had gotten the two confused. And tary Club sponsor a bathing
beauty contest to be held at the
opening of the new swimming
pool on Aug. 20.
The visiting Rotarians present
at the meeting last week were
Price Doyle of Murray, Jack Roberts and 0. C. Barber of Clinton,
Is pleased to announce that
and Hugh Colville of Union City.
Randall Burcham nad as his
guest, Susan Emhart; Dr. Glenn
Bushart had his son, Duncan
Bushart; Harvey Caldwell had his
son, Robert, and Orian Winstead;
REGISTERED PHARMACIST
Wonder of wonders— you pay no more for our new foueway
Charles Cannon had Randy BurShow-Off than you would for an ordinary bra! And look
cham; Joe Davis had Merrell
Is now associated with the Store.
what you get — a regular bra plus a strapless bra, plus a
Duncan; Fred Gibson had Mike
•
baker bra, plus an off-the-shoulder bra. All you do is change
Cantrell; James R. Hogan had his
the position of the straps to have a different bra for every
daughter, Dottie; J. D. Hales had
occasion! Embroidered cotton cups with soft foam rubber
Mr. Taylor is a graduate of the University of Ten
his daughter, Carolinda; J. 0.
padding and underbust wiring. Elastic center gusset and allLewis had ?ditch Mitchell; Flynn
nessee School of Pharmacy, Memphis, and his
elastic back. A-cup, sines 30 to 36; B-cup, sizes 32 to 40.
Powell had his son, Jim Powell;
association with our firm will provide continuation
C-cup, sizes 32 to 40. In white.
Rodney Miller, his daughter, Alli$2.00
of the high standard of prescriptions that we have
son; Don Sensing, his children,
Walter and Donna; Brown Thackalways maintained.
er had Tommie Powell Clyde
Williams, Sr., had his grandson,
We invite you to bring your prescriptions to us.
Jim Williams; and Clyde Williams, Jr., had his daughter, Ann.

Delaney is Rural
Minister of Year

of an eight pound, five ounce
son, David Edward, born at 11:60
a. in., June 28, 1956 at the Jones
hospital.

• ACEIrel SPRINGS

(NO DEPOSIT
RECItJIREIN
9

--r-Thst—t?is--vartettes you want
---&- Get your seed on time
t_Be protected against shortagex—

SHOWOFF
by
BESTFORM

DOUGLAS TAYLOR

the fully padded bra you wear 4 ways

KASNOW'S DEPT. STORE

JACKSON DRUG STORE

Main

Telephone 40

Street

vommimie.

448-52 Lake St.
we understand that Tom's children and the wives have difficulty
along the same line..

Fulton

"SHOP IN AIR-CONDMONED COMFORT"

COVER CROPS
If you are cooperating with your county agricultural conservation program, or have your
own conservation program, we will be glad to
help you obtain top quality Southern Stated
cover crop seeds.

tea as Today
SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
201 Central Ave.
South Fulton
YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENC`r
411.

Wade's Mid I- Summer Sales Marathon
Every Item in our store Reduced!

Savings up to 50%!

WADE FURNITURE COMPANY Lake Street - Fulton, Ky.
"Trade .with Wade and Save"

'

Livi

id, flve ounce
born at 11:40
8 at the Jonas

lilly Browning
the proud parnind son, born
14, 1958 at the
n Louisville.
the son of Mr.
owning of Ful-

ny Mott Jones,
proud parents
, 10 ounce son
uly 11, 1958 at
al in Memphis.
former Nancy
and Mr. Jones
and Mrs. Billy

osco Hutchens,
oud parents of
six ounce son,
i. July 13, 1958

Obion Creek
Plan Passes
Senate Group
The Senate Agriculture Committee last Wednesday approved
the work plan for development of
()Mon Creek watershed to be
constructed over a, five-year period
at an estimated cost of 96,520,560
The federal government, under Public Law 566 authorizing
formation of watershed conservancy districts, will pay its pro-

Dewey Johnson
All types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our

%arks Ray of
oud parents Of
r ounce daughborn at 1:08 p.
at the Fulton

!hard G. Onkey
). C. are the
daughter, Anne
June 27, 1958
. Onkey is the
Clark of Ful-

PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
422 Lake St.
Fulton, Hy.
Plasm 48S

A

portionate share of 91,931,187, It
was announced by Senators John
Sherman Cooper and Thruston
B. Morton.
They said the plan would ewer
on area of 208,106 acres in Hickman, Graves, Carlisle and Fulton
Counties, and added they expected action by the House Agriculture Committee in the near
future.
Principal
watershed
problems
are
floodwater
and
sediment
damage and it is estimated that
an average annual flood damage
by °Won of $147,312 will be reduced to $31,372 after installation of structures in and along
the stream. This is the share of
the work for which the government pays the entire coat.
Cost of land treatment measures for watershed protection
and flood prevention has been
iestimated at $4,137,191. Plans call
for structural measures including
14 flood retarding structures and
one multi-purpose reservoir having a capacity of 5.480 acre feet
at a cost of $2,383.369.
Morton and Cooper stated that
the Kentucky Fish and Wildlife
Department and the Kentucky
Division of Forestry are participating in land treatment protection

refrigerator-freezer . . . frees her

CONVENIEtiCE
TWO-WAY
with a
SPACE-SAVING

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER

Local Men Sell
Guernsey Bulls
Cecil Burnette and Elmer /bison of Fulton have sold the registered Guernsey bull, WillowWUde's Noble Wllrob, according to
the American Guernsey Cattle
Club.
This bull was sold to William
Franklin, Lewisburg, Kentucky.
The dam is Willow-Wilde's Keepsake and the sire, Henslee Farms
D. Noble.
Burnette and Hixson also sold
another registered Guernsey bull,
Willow-Wilde's Maxim Link. This
bull was sold to Davy Alexander,
Mayfield. The dam is WillowWilde'
Lynette and the sire,
Sayville Southern Emperor.

Fulton Men Arrested
In Union City, Tenn.
Union City police made four
arrests last Wednesday night and
early morning on charges involving drunkenness and disorderly
conduct.
Police (Thief Dolus Roberts said
a man who registered as Thedron
Williams of Court Square was arrested at 8:30 last Wednesday
night and charged with public
intoxication.
The remaining three arrests all
took place at 1 Thursday morning, the chief said. The men registered as:
Ray Clyde Fuller, Fulton, charged with driving while intoxicated
and disorderly conduct.
Robert Bennett Moss, Route 1,
Hickman, charged with public intoxication and disorderly conduct;
Gerald Hughes Crocker, Fulton,
disorderly conduct.
measures. They also reported the
Corps of Engineers is now developing a plan for improvement of
the main channel which will supplement this project. The Soil
Conservation Service and Corps
LI Engineers are working together in coordinating the separate programs.

...IN ONE COMPACT UNIT
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Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

•
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Our TV repair men are fralasd to
service every standard set. Call
us for dependable service.

w

_

Roper Television

&WY-M:7AX= NW 1110

111.61.,If2.rit iqu

MR WRAY IMPROVING
James A. Wray of Akron, Ohio,
a former Fulton resident, is slowly improving after being injured
when struck by a car in front of
his home in Akron over two
weeks ago. He has been on the
critical list at City Hospital in
Akron. His room number is 307.
Mr. Wray is the father of Mrs.
J. D. Bennett of Water Valley.

when your T
needs a friend...

-1WID

URI

We have really been having hot
weather the last week. We haven't
had but very little rain during
this hot period.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
visited their daughter, Mrs. Harold Carr and family of Lone Oak
one night last week.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor was
guest in the Tommie Moore home
one night recently.
Little Mariellen Rowland visited her Uncle* and Aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. L. A. Rowhind of Lynn
Grove a few days last week.
Larry Matthews was a guest in
the Rev. Thomas Smithmier home
of Bardwell a few days recently.
Mrs. Vodie Floyd is feeling better in the Hillview hospital and
hopes to come home soon.
Elson McGuire has returned
from the Baptist hospital of Memphis to his home in Fulton and is
recuperating nicely.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
W. L. Rowland and Arne were
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland and
Mrs. Singleton of Lynn Grove,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett and
Sue of Lone Oak, Mr. and Mrs.
0. F. Taylor and Erwin and
Mariellen Rowland. Afternoon
visitors were Mr. and Mrs. L. J.
Williams of Paducah and Mrs.
Ellen Rowland.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Mitchell called on Mr. and • Mrs. Tommie
Moore Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Williams
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman a short time ago.
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• it's a
freezer!
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CE AGENO

Ky.

Need a refrigerator? Want a freezer? Here's
the practical answer—an electric refrigeratorfreezer in one compact unit. Takes up little
more room than a regular refrigerator, and if
gives you a two-way convenience of two worksaving appliances.
Self-defrosting refrigerator is handy for
fresh foods ... and separate freezer compartment keeps frozen foods handy. See your dealer
for the size and model that fits your kitchen.

FREEZER
Living is
EASIER
Living

MaNala•

•
•0

U LTD N
PLANET
AROUS

Oil

4e44
THAN A NICKEL
A DAY
For Average Family

Tirrst-siving ... because you make a few shopping trips
instead of many and you can bake or cook whenever it's
convenient Aloaroy-sovirog ... because you can buy large
,
quantities when prices are low. And food-sot
hog too ... tuck away leftovers and serve
later.
See the new models at your dealer.

Is your wiring adequate for
peak appliance performance?

ttA

li,Ang. Ask your aft:
FrIl HOUSEPOw Ft t• m Inyestns•nt In knittrr
HOUSEPOW ER rating on yew
trician abort if or call us for a fro'

home.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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COLOR CARTOON — COMEDY! I

STARTING SUNDAY FOR 1 WEEK !!
YOU MUST SEE IT !!
IT'S SCREAINIINGLY
FUNNY
LOUELLA PARSONS...

ITS TI ME FOR
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Live Better... Electrically with Full HOUSEPOWER
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PLUS — LATEST NEWS EVENTS

I

Girl Historian
Relates Story
Of Jenny Wiley

By Charles P. Hinds
Secretary - Treasurer, Kentucky
Historical Society.
Frankfort—Nita
Latition
was
presented the Kentucky Bar Association-Boone Day award June
7, by Gov. A. B. Chandler, who
proclaimed the Catlettsburg High
School student the Outsanding
Girl Historian of Kentucky for
1957-58. The title of her essay
was "Jenny Wiley-.
The story of Jenny Wiley has
been told by many people, but
received, the most reliable attention from two historians of the
Big Sandy Valley, William E. Connelley and Henry P &all. Connelley obtained his information
from Adam P. Wiley. a son of
Jenny Wiley. Scalf, a Prestonsburg newspaper man, is a collateral descendant of Jenny Wiley
and has discovered material unknown to Connelley. Nita Lauhon,
a fourth great granddaughter of
Jenny Wiley, started research into the life of her ancestor, which
may lead to new discoveries about
this famous Indian captive. Nita
tells the story as she found it.
Sellards Wiley, my
great, great, great, great grandmother, lived with her husband
and children at Walker's Creek,
Virginia, near Bluefield, West
Virginia. In October, 1789, when
nearly all the men were on a
hunting trip, Cherokee and Shawnee
Indians
attacked
Jenny
Wiley's home. They scalped her
two children and Jenny's fifteen
year old brother. They took Jenny,
who was expecting the birth of
another child, and her fifteen
month old baby with them. Later
in fear of being caught by the
pursuing hunters, the Indians
dashed the baby's head against
a tree, killing it.
"Her captors took her down the
Big Sandy Trail, between the
Gyandotte and Tug rivers. They
swam across the Tug and Levisa
rivers, west of Big Sandy. It is
very likely that they passed near
the place where I live today in
Catlettsburg. Near Greenup they
traveled the Little Sandy River.
The Indians built a hut in the
woods, where Jenny's child was
born. Traveling by Big Blaine,
Laurel, and Big Mud, the group
made camp near a village where
ancestors of the Shawnee had
painted designs on the trees.
Therefore, the nearby creek became Paint Creek and the settlement, Paintsville.
"The Indians were usually good
to Jenny, but one day they took
her baby, saying they would test
him to see if he would become
a warrior. When they splashed
water on him, he cried. They said
he would not be brave, and so he
was killed.
"One rainy day Jenny was left
unguarded. Her hands tied, she
let the water drip on the rawhide,
and escaped. Once while hiding
in a hollow log, an Indian stood
on the log calling her. Jenny
ascended a small stream, now
called Jenny's Creek in her honor,.
Following this stream to its head,
she crossed a gap and descended
Little Paint Creek to its junction
with the Levisa Fork of the Big
Sandy. Across Big Sandy stood
the new blockhouse of Harmon's
Station. Jenny crossed the river
on a log, reaching the safety of
Hannon's Station Just before the
Indians appeared on the opposite
bank behind her.
"Jenny rejoined her husband.
Thomas Wiley. and had five more
children. They returned to Kentucky, settling on Tom's Creek,
where she died and was burled in
1631.".

NEWS
rum.nropsWoilstii
•
Last Sunday dinner guests in
our home were Mr. and Mrs. William Pittman, Mr. and Mrs. Denton Pittman and daughters, Sue
Ann and Deniece
Miss Mildred Via returned to
Indianapolis, Ind. after a 10 day
visit here with her mother, Mrs.
Beatrice Via.
Mr. and Mrs. John Howell re-

The Fulton News, Thursday, July 24, 1958, Page
turned Tuesday from a two weeks Sunday afternoon.
vacation spent in Colorado
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Colburn,
Springs, Colo, with their son, Iris St. Louis, Mo. visited Mr. and
Earl Howell, and Mrs. Howell.
Mrs. Stanley Roper over the week
end.
Sunday dinner guests in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Pittman
Haynes were Mr. George Jordan, and daughters, Rickie and ConMemphis, Tenn.: Mr. and Mrs. nie, of Lone Oak, spent the week
Hershel Brown. Afternoon visitors end with his sister, Mrs. Leroy
were Mr. and Mrs. William Pitt- Latta, and Mr. Latta.
man.
Sympathy is extended to the
Mr'. and Mrs. Fred Evans visit- family of Mrs. Fred Wade who
ed Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston passed away Sunday night at the
and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips Fulton Hospital.

SHOP 81 SAVE AT VINCENT'S
Our Stock of

LADIES DRESSES
NOW 1/2 PRICE PLUS $1.00
One lot of

Sportswear and Beautiful Blouses
NOW 1/2 PRICE PLUS 25c
•

Be sure to visit our

CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT
Our entire stock of summer wear

1/3 and 1/2 PRICE
•

VINCENT'S
North side of Square

South Fulton Drive-In Theatre
Located 112 miles south of Fulton on Martin Hiway

Thursday - Friday, July 24 - 25
ANOTHER BIG DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM

war and passion! Plus Second Feature
"ROAD
NAKED
TO BALI"
in the
• Bing Cosby
SUN
• Dorothy Lamour

James Craig, Lila Milan
Barton MacLane

THUM-FRI., JULY 24-25
FIRST RUN FOR
UNION CITY AREA
(Starts at 8:55)
HELL'S FIVE HOURS
Stephen McNally, Coleen Gray
-- also
(Starts at 7:30)
FULL OF LIFE
Richard Conte
July Holliday,
SATURDAY,JULY 26
(Starts at 8:55)
FOUR GUNS TO THE BORDER
Coleen Miller
Rory Calhoun,
also
(Starts at 7:30 and 10:20)
TARANTULA
Mara Corday
John Agar,
SUN-MON-TUBS,JULY 27-28-29
(Starts at 8:20)
THE YOUNG LIONS
Marlon Brando Montgomery Clift

• Bob Hope

Saturday,July 26 — One Nile Only!
Three
BIG
features
I.s,

I 1,

~ HAY
ARRRA SIANWYCK
1111Ti
TECHNICOLOR

STABLITE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Fulton-Union City Highway

Mayfield. Ky.

DOUBLE-HORROR!
‘" CRAB
"
A ttlri
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Sun.- Mon.- Tues.,July 27 - 28 - 29
Another Time, COUNT FIVE
Another Place AND DIE
Lana Turner's
7reatest
with Barry Sullivan

An Action Spine-Thriller

Wed.- Thurs. - Fri., July 29, 30, 31
Ambush At
Peyton Place
Cimarron Pass
— enough said!
A Lana Turner triumph
played here for those
who want to see it again!

Starring Scott Brady
Strange men and a

savage woman!

Fry's Shoe Store, $8.05 pair shoes,
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- WFUL3 BIRTHDAYMrs. J. T. Burrow, Rt. 5, Fulton,
chine and electric floor polishcon tinloct from Page One
Ky.; Noffel's, solid wool blanket,
Timms Music Dept. Phone TU
er and electric vacuum clean5-2021, Union City, Tenn.
ers. Exchange Furniture Co. now's, $20.00 clock, Fay Crocker, Mrs. Pearl Campbell, 304 Holmes
St., Fulton.
Phone 35, Ctiurch Street
About t3 of Jehovah's Witnesses
437 Short St., Clinton, Ky.; ExFOR SALE: we have Elberta freeBen Franklin 5, 10 & 25c Store,
For The
congregation will
$25.00
Mdse.
change
$3.00
Furniture,
at
stone canning peaches
$9.95 doll, Delia Todd, Morris St., from the Fulton
HOME furnishings: reworked /Wattend an international convenboshel. Billy Slayden, located
ing room suites; a few extra- certificate, Burch Moon, Fulton, Fulton; Charlie Scales Store,
tion in New York City July 27
on Ky. 94, second house on left
nice used living room suites; Ky.; Graham Furniture Co., $25.00 Terry Cloth seat covers, W. W. through August 3.
past "Y".
good used kitchen cabinet at Mdse. certificate, Bertha Rick- Koonce, Hickman, Ky., picnic
Mr. Raymond G. Clark, presidchest. Buddy Stafford, Rt. 4
Wade's Used Furniture Store. man, Dukedom, Term.
Jackson Drug Store, $12.50 Dresden, Tenn.
ing minister of the local congreand Save;
Wade
Trade
with
and
FREE PARKING!
Scotch Grill and thermos bottle,
gation, in announcing the plans
112 Main Street, phone 478.
Mrs. Verlie Griffin, 112 McDoof the local delegates, said that it
well, Fulton, Ky.; U-Tote-Em 4-H DEMONSTRATION- has been necessary to cancel all
Grocery, 50-lb. bag Acro flour,
local meetings from July 22 to
Coluinusa from Page One
August 8, due to many being away
Billy Gray, Fulton; Leader Store,
REPAIR SERVICE
solid gold color nylon blend blan- Mills tied for first.
for the Christian assembly.
RADIO AND TV
Gibbs, 121 Church
Frank
Mrs.
ket,
of
Erwin
David
First,
Forestry:
Most of those from the local
Across From
St., Fulton; Jack and Jill Shop, Troy, junior; and Gerald Cald- congregation will be staying in
model
-any
make
Coca-Cola Plant
Any
$5.00 Mdse. certificate, Betty well of Troy, senior.
private homes in New York City
Griggs, Clinton, Ky.; K. Homra,
Marilyn Owens of _ Woodland and nearby areas. All hotel acbuy it at
luggage set, Jeter Bowlin., Mills was senior safety winner; commodations will be filled, acMack Ryan
WOOD & PRUITT TV 3-piece
Dukedom, Tenn.
junior poultry winner was Janice cording to the Watchover roomCity Drug Co., $15.00 Parker Flippin of Woodland; senior swine ing committee, and the majority
Charles Stafford
Phone 211
300 Walnut St.
"51" pen, C. 0, Meacham, 707 production winner was Gerald of attenders will be placed in
Authorized RCA-Victor
Vine, Fulton; A. C. Butts and Caldwell of Troy, Dickie Collier homes following a gigantic housePIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
Sons, country ham. Mrs. Robb of South Fulton won the senior to-house effort to find available
Sales and Service
reconditionrebuilding,
expert
McCann, 205 Third St., Fulton; dairy achievement award; Nancy accommodations.
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
Furniture Company
M. & W. TV, portable radio, R. B. Daniels of Union City was senior
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Allen, Green St.. Fulton; Bald- meat animal winner, and Marilyn
FOR SALE: Ben P. Benridge's, wading pool, Guy Law- Owens of Woodland and Joan
Fulton MAYTAG WASHERS, standard FARM
Church Street
nett home place on US 45 just
rence, Water Valley, Ky.; Wade Hughes of South Fulton were
and automatic models, $139.95
south of Water Valley. Includes
SPINET PIANO
Furniture Co., reclining chair,
and up. Sales and service.
2-story brick house with 10 Kate Cook, Fulton, Ky.; Dotty junior leadership winners.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Junior room improvement: WANTED: Responsible party
rooms, barn, out buildings, on
FOR THE BEST Deal un Office
Shop, $20.00 gift certificate, Jane First, Linda Thorpe of South Fulor
See
acres.
30
approximately
to take over low monthly payFurniture buy Shaw-Walker.
Daws, Fulton, Ky.; A & P Food
ORNAMENTAL IRON
call Paul Bennett, executor, Store, 2 giant size boxes Tide, ton; second, Sharon Kaye Pierce ments on a spinet piano. Can
The
at
Butts
0.
James
;ee
of Mason Hall. phone 201, Fulton.
Co., Yard Markers and Name Plate,
Caldwell
locally. Write Credo
Christine Hampton, 714 Main
Harvey
Senior 'room improvement: be seen
Or
Outfitters,
Tenn.,
Dorothy
Iron
Wrought
Brownville,
Porch Railing,
Street,
DRIVE-IN Office
P. 0. Box 11, ShelbyManager,
First, Linda Carter of Rives:
Casting.
Patrick, Fulton, Ky.
Phone 674. We trade for your
of
ville,
Doyle
Indiana.
Jo
Polsgrove
second,
Grisha m -Butterworth, $22.00 Rives.
Porch Columns, Wrought Iron or
old equipment
Skyway luggage, Billy S. Green,
Casting.
Rt. 3, Martin, Tenn.; P. H. Weeks
Step Railing, Wrought Iron or
WE RENT - - - Sons, 2 $10.95 lamps, Vassie WilCasting.
kerson, Rt. 3, Hickman, A. J.
Variety of Patterns
Lawn Furniture.
Hospital beds
Wright, 302 Paschall, Fulton, Ky.;
Variety of Fabrics
FREE ESTIMATES
Baby beds
ATTENTION: Ladies in Water
$29.95 VALUES
B. J. PRITCHARD,
Roll-away beds
Valley, Crutchfield, Pilot Oak,
Call 1672
400 East Main Street
Cuba, Lynnville, Cayce, DukeVacuum Cleaners
Fulton, Ky.
dom: for profitable part-time
Floor polishers
work. Must have 18 hours
Straw Hats 1/3 Off
THE BEST deals are "Tayloravailable to earn $41.30 in these
Made." See Ellis Heathcott or
WADE FURN. CO.
special areas; no experience
Fulton, Ky. Dan Taylor at Taylor Chevrolet. RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
Phone 103
We Have Moved Our Shop From The
Write Mrs. Betty
needed.
Phone 38.
Phone 235
216 Main
Piercy; P. 0. Box 1006, JackFORD MOTOR COMPANY BUILDING
son, Tennessee, or phone Jackson 2-1889 after 8:00 p. m. If
MOTORCYCLES• new and used.
on the Mayfield Highway To The Old
rural area, include direction to
Barney Comer, 405 Ferry
home and phone number.
Street, Metropolis, Illinois.
(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)
CHEVROLET owners use genuine
Long TermsPhone 126
TV ANTENNAS: We install- Chevrolet parts for best perfor215 Main
-Easy Payments
trade-repair and move. Get
mance service satisfaction.
Fulton, Ky.
our prices. We sem ice all MAU
Available in Fulton only at
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
Mbtorola-Capitol-RCA
Taylor Chevrolet Company,
"Your Authorized Chevrolet
HiFi, tape recorders
Dealer in Fulton". Lake Street,
record players
phone 38.

FOR SALE: One used recondition?age 10, The Fulton News, Thursday, July 24, 1958
ed Story & Clark spinet piano.

ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
WORK clothing of character,
proudly worn by Southerners:
Bulls-Eye overalls and Washington matched suits from Dixie
factories employing Southerners, in the heart of Tennessee.
Sold by The Edwards Store,
Mayfield, Ky.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
appreciation to all our friends and
neighbors for the many deeds of
kindness, and words of sympathy
during the recent accident and
death of Robert 011ver.
May God bless each of you.
-The Family.
WHITE OAK timber wanted: we
buy white oak standing timber;
custom stave and heading bolts.
Contact us for prices and specifications. National Distillers
Products Co.; Box 65, .Wingo,
Ky.

LAWNMOWER
NEED REPAIRS ?
Expert engine tune-up and
mower sharpening.
Free pickup and delivery
in city.
---CASHION'S
Specialized Service
t Phones 559 and 459
111 East State Line
Across From Browder Mill office

USED TV SETS
$50.00 and up
17 and 21-inch sizes
These sets were taken in trades
for new sets; some have new picture tubes.

BEST

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

CLEANEST

USED FURNITURE

EXCHANGE

WASH 'N WEAR
Summer Suits

FARM LOANS

M & W Appliances

Atkins, Holman
and Fields

Complete selection
of RECORDS

• Pops-cldssical-gospel
Join our Record Club
WOOD AND PRUITT IV
Buy 10-get on& free
Fulton, Ky. We sell ALL brands TV,
300 Walnut
radios, Hi-Fi and recorders

List your
Farm and town Property
with the

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

Fulton Real Estate Co.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.
203 Main St.

Phone 5

PEACHES for sale, for canning,
eating and freezing. Royce Jolley s fruit house; Fulton-Martin
Pbone 1555
highway.

FOR SALE
A REAL BUY !
Six-room dwelling at 810
Walnut, priced to sell quickly
to settle an estate. Near school,
fine neighborhood; large
rooms, newly decorated inside
and out. On 70:100 lot.
Nice 5 room modern dwelling and 8 acres, located, 3
miles South of Fulton.
105 acre farm with 2 dwellings and 2 barns. I mile Northwest of Chestnut Glade School
priced to sell.
New 5 room dwelling brick veneer. Upstairs pratirally finished a nice home and
good location
3 apt. dwelling located on
West State Line. 1 block frArr.
Ky. School. Why not buy and
let the rent pay for your home.
11 room dw,elling located on
corner, 4th and Carr Fine
location and priced to sell.

4 room dwelling located near
City Park. Place for a nice
garden- priced very cheap.
A new brick veneer, 3-bed
room. dwelling. Located in
Highlands - already financed
for about half cost - monthly
payments $50.64.
3 bed room brick veneer,
Country Club Court. Priced
very reasonable.
2 apt. dwelling on Cedar
Street Nice location.
We also have other attractive dwellings. See us Wore
you buy.

FULTON REAL
ESTATE COMPANY
•

-PHONE 5-

NOTICE!

NOW $21.95.

Guaranteed three months.

HYBRID tomatoes for sale, at the
2 miles
/
Wales Austin farm, 11
northeast of Fulton off US 45.
Sc per pound at the farm; bring
containers.

13 From Fulton To
Attend Convention

AIR CONDITIONER
SPECIALS!

HOT PRICES ON

1958 MODEL
GIBSONS
1-ton, 9,400 BTU
$179.95
2-Ton, 17,400 BTU
$259.95

Asphalt rool roofing
(108 Sq. Ft. to roll)
$1.85 roll
45-lb.
2.30 roll
55-1b. _
2.65 roll
65-lb. _
90-lb. with slate $3.15 roll

BURNETTE
TRACTOR COMPANY

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative

FOR RENT: front bedroom, kit- 4th St.
Phone 169
chen privileges. Prefer middleaged lady. Mrs. Jess Walker,
Union City
phone 495, Fulton.
NOW is the time to get your
(Complete stock)
Typewriter and Adding Macdinelectric stoves,
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Good selection of records BARGAINS:
ing room suites, 9x12 rugs and
Peeples, Service Manager cl
on LP A n d 45 rpm
roll good; round tables and
Harvey Caldwell ComThe
Mail orders-Snecial orders chairs at Wade's Used Furniture
pany, DRIVE-IN Office OutStore. Trade with Wade and
fitters, Phone 674.
Save. 112 Main Street, phone
HOT weather special: just receiv478.
ed, a truck load of extra-good
SAVE MONEY
refrigerators: Kelvina tors, WELLS DRILLED for industry
Auto insurance on
Norge and Frigidairs, at bargain
Buy
and homes Modem equipment,
prices at Wade's Used FurniOur 3-PAY PLAN
experienced workmen. Write
ture Store. Trade with Wade
or call Watson Co., Phone 261, 40% DOWN. 30% In 3 MOS.
and Save; 112 Main Street,
Fulton, Ky
phone 478.
30% In 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No tarrying
Charges.
Let me show you •
Your policy is typed and
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
ready for you in a few minA beautiful line of
CALLING COLLECT
utes, and coverage is effective immediately
555 FULTON, KY.
Wick Smith Agency
CALL 62 - 160

Just Behind The Ford Garage on Reed Street

Otis M. Sisson
REED STREET

owner and operator.

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

Phone 345
"We have several hundred
factory rebuilt typewriters, All
Makes, All Models, including
Portables. They look and type
like new, priced from $27.50.
Send for free catalog.
If you have an old typewriter that needs repair we can
handle it for you. We will send
you a special shipping box and
retails.
Apply-TYPEWRTrERS
5139 North (lark Street
Chicago. 40. Ill.

I

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Caro

Scott's Floral Shoppo
Phone 20 1
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Is your insurance nonMine is.
Inow of anyone who
has had their insurance
cancelled?
I Do.
Want to make your insurance non-Cancellable?
See or Call
BOB HYLAND
Insurance Agency
Phone 1185 -- Box 315

Old
Fell
No need to wait ...
enjoy luxurious Bigelow
broadloom while you
pay for it in easy monthly installments. Yes, just
a small down payment
is all that's necessary to
install a beautiful new
carpet in your home.

Fulton, Ky.
Phone 124
(Representing the Greenfield
genument Works)

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,

Cu
Ti

Fiel
In I

TOM HALES

"Pursuant to KRS 231.040,
Kentucky Revised Statutes, the
following persons have filed
application to operate a place
of entertainment:
Mavis Yates, "Zippy Cafe",
Rt. 4, Fulton. Kentucky.
J. L. Grooms, "Pipeline
Cafe", Fulton, Kentucky.
Hugh Fly, "Derby", Highlands, Fulton, Kentucky.
John B. Stayton, Cayce, Kentucky.
Kathryn R. Lwow=
Clerk, Fulton County Court

PHONE 101

201 Central Ave. Phone 399

129 MAYFIELD, KY.

Bring your repair jobs to

Irvin Cash
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look ItIgbt on the job -with dress
collars and tapered waists. Each size
available In three sleeve lengths and
three body lengths. Pants come in
all lengths. 29-50 waists, zipper fly.
Sanforized-Color fast.

$6.96 Suit
The Man Who Knows
Wears ISO SMITH Clothse

Noffel's Dept. Store.
420 LAKE ST

FULTON

Be your own decorator... browse
through the latest carpet fashions
in all the latest colors. Samples
lift easily off the handy racks so
you may see them on the "floor,
compare them side-by-side, match
with your color swatches. Make
your own selection ... all the information is on the back of the
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